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CHAPTER 1.

PROPERTIES OF THE PULSES AKD THEIR IKFLUHICE

ON THE DESIGN OF A PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYSER

A pulse-height analyser is an instrument which sorts incoming

pulses into groups according to their height and counts the relative

number of pulses in each group. The pulses may arise from the

detection of ionising radiation resulting from a nuclear reaction

or the disintegration of radioactive material, and the height of a

pulse may teen convey information about the energy of the radiation

which caused it.

A number of the properties of these pulses nay affect the design

of a pulse-height analyser. The range of pulse-heights to be analysed,

the length of the pulses and the rate at which pulses arrive could

all be factors which influence the choice of the electronic circuits

which are to perform the analysis.

1.1 The Range of Size of the Pulses

The pulses from a detector are usually so small that they have to

be amplified using a high-gain amplifier. In some cases the amplified

pulses are not very much bigger than the electrical noise from tee

amplifier. The analysis has then to be performed with an intense

background of noise pulses. A similar situation can be encountered

when studying X-ray spectra, since Compter scattering of % -rays

near to the detector can give rise to a large number of small pulses

while the number of larger pulses, corresponding to photo-electric

processes in the detector, may be quite small.

The reverse of this situation oan also occur, since cosmic rays

can give rise to exceptionally big pulses from a large scintillation

counter.
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In many cases the range of pulse heights is such that the

smallest pulses are lost among the electrical noise and the largest

ones overload the amplifier. The circuits which are to perform

the analysis must behave well under these extreme conditions,

analysing larger pulses correctly in the presence of a multitude of

small pulses and recovering quickly after being overloaded by

exceptionally large pulses.

1»2 The Distribution of Rilse-Heights

The type of spectrum to be analysed depends on the nature of

the ionising radiation which causes the pulses and on the type of

counter used to detect the radiation.

An ot-particle spectrum, for example, usually consists of a

number of very narrow lines, since pulses arising from the detection

of raonoenergetic -particles vary in height by only about 1 per

cent when a gas filled counter is used and by 0.4 per cent if a

solid state ionization chamber is used.

On the other hand, the spectrum obtained when studying Y -rays

with a sodium iodide scintillation counter will consist of a number

of rather broad peaks. Monoenergetic Y -rays do not give rise to

a single line because there are three absorption processes by which

a Y -ray can be detected. Ihotoelectric absorption gives rise to

a pulse, corresponding to the full energy of the Y -ray.

Comptoxi scattering usually results in the electron being detected

and the scattered Y-ray escaping detection, though it is possible

for both the electron and the scattered photon to be detected giving

pulses in the full energy peak of the spectrum. If only the electron
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is detected the height of the pulse will correspond to the electron

energy, which can be anywhere in the range zero to Eq

Eair production can give three possibilities:

1. The electron and positron are detected but the radiation

emitted when the positron is annihilated escapes,

2. The electron and positron are detected and so is one of

the annihilation quanta,

3. The electron, the positron and both annihilation quanta

are detected.

She third of these possibilities adds to the pulses in the full

energy peak of the spectrum, the second gives a peak in the spectrum

0,51 MeV below the photo-peak, the first gives a peak 0,51 MeV

lower still.

The whole of this distribution is "smeared" slightly by

statistical fluctuations in the fraction of the light emitted in the

phosphor which reaches the photo-cathode of the photomultiplier, and

is "smeared" further by statistical fluctuations in the electron

multiplication process in the photomultiplier. Because of these

fluctuations the resolution in the V -ray spectrum (i.e. the ratio

of the energy width of the peak at half height to the energy of the

peak) is usually about 10 per cent.

If the recorded distribution of pulse-heights is to be correct

the analyser must be able to accept the whole of a given pulse-height

where E
o

S

mQC2 (= 0,51 MeV) is the

E^ is the incident photon
energy.

rest energy of the
electron.



range. There must be no gaps between channels and no overlapping

of adjacent channels. This is particularly important in the case

of the o( -particle spectrum where one of the narrow peaks could

be lost in a gap between channels, or apparently increased in

intensity and broadened if it coincided with the overlapping

parts of two channels,

1,3 The Length of the Pulses

The length of pulse depends markedly on the type of detector

used, but in practice it is usually possible to shape these pulses

before they reach the analyser so that, at the input to the

pulse-height analyser, they are one or two microseconds long.

The pulses from a sodium iodide scintillation counter need

very little shaping to achieve this since the decay time of the

light ftrom the phosphor is 0,25^usec.
The pulses from a scintillation counter using an organic

scintillator are much shorter, the decay time of the fluorescence

being around 10 n sec. It is however a fairly simple matter to

lengthen these pulses to about 1yusec.
The proportional counter presents a rather different problem.

The output pulses are made up of a fast component (due to the

collection of electrons formed in the multiplication process

in the counter) and a slow component (due to the collection of

positive ions). The whole pulse may be about 10Qyusec. long.
Fortunately, for most applications, it is only necessary to use the

fast component, which, integrated in a circuit having a time

constant of about 1^usec., gives a suitable length of pulse for
analysis.
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1,4 The Random Arrival of Pulses

Since the pulses arise from a nuclear reaction or from the

disintegration of radioactive material they arrive at the analyser

in a random manner. When one pulse has been accepted for analysis

it is interesting to know whether the next pulse is likely to arrive

after a long or a short time.

The probability of a pulse arriving in a small time interval

£ t is proportional to St and can be written as P.St, where

P is proportional to the average counting rate. The probability

of no pulses arriving in this time interval is then (1 - P. St).

The probability that no pulse will arrive in the larger time

interval is thus (1 - P. f where k = T/j t. If we make t

small and k large in such a way that k . J t = T then the probability

that no pulse will arrive in the interval T becomes

-1. ■ Ito [< -^ (h) + -1)- ■•■]
FT l^T2

~ 1 "
1 + 1 . 2

-FT
as e

The probability that no pulse shall arrive in the interval T, but

that the next pulse shall then arrive in the small interval dt
-FT

after time T has elapsed is thus P. e dt.
-FT

The value of F.e is largest when T is small, so short

intervals between pulses are the most likely ones. This can lead

to distortion of the spectrum if the electronic circuits, which are

to perform the analysis, misbehave when two pulses arrive close

together.
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1.5 The Counting, Rate

The average rate at which pulses arrive at the pulse-height

analyser depends to a very large extent on the type of experiment

which is "being performed.

Coincidence or correlation experiments usually have exception¬

ally low counting rates. It may he necessary to count for several

days in order to obtain statistically significant information about

the spectrum. If this is the case, it is clear that the circuits

in the analyser must be exceptionally stable.

The opposite extreme is often met in work with sources which

have very short life times. Here the counting rate has to be high

if statistically adequate information is to be obtained before the

source dies. Most pulse-height analysers have a certain dead-time

after accepting a pulse. Unless this dead-time is short the

analyser will miss most of the pulses at high counting rates.

Experiments using pulsed accelerators bring together these

two extremes. The average counting; rate may be low, due to the

low duty cycle of the machine, but during the time for which the

machine is switched on very high counting rates can be encountered.

This calls for a stable pulse-height analyser with a short dead-

time, or alternatively some method of storing pulses so that they

can be analysed during the idle pert of the machine's duty cycle.



CHAPTER 2.

AH OUTLIKE OF SOME OF THE METHODS USED

TO ANALYSE HJLSES

■ *
, >4u; ,■<

The state of the techniques of pulse-height analysis was

(1)
reviewed by Churchill and Curran in 1956. This review covers

the methods used to analyse pulses up to 1955* Some of the same

ground is covered by the report on a conference on pulse-height
(2)

analysers , which was held in Gatliriburg, Tenessee in 1956.
The report goes on to indicate the techniques which were being

considered at that time by the designers of new pulse-height

analysers. The types of pulse-height analysers which are now being

manufactured in the United States show that the predictions made

at the Gatlinburg conference were mainly correct.

Since the early work on pulse-height analysers has been

reviewed already, only an outline of the basic methods of analysing

pulses will be given, with en indication of the variations which

are possible for each basic method. As far as possible the discussion

will be confined to the manner in which the analyser as a whole works,

and details of the electronic circuits will be ignoredj descriptions

will be in terms of block diagrams rather than circuit diagrams
.

whenever this is possible.

2.1 Voltage Discriminators

The simplest instrument which can give information about a
■

pulse-height spectrum is a discriminator; that is a device which

gives an output signal for a pulse which exceeds a preset threshold
i r\ -? •

level but no output if the pulse's height does not reach this level.

If the threshold level is changed in equal steps and the number of
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output signals to a fixed time is counted for each threshold

setting, one can plot the counting rate as a function of threshold

voltage and obtain the "integral" curve of the pulse height

distribution. Alternatively one can subtract successive counts

and obtain the "differential" curve of the pulse-height distribution.

This is the curve which is generally roost useful, as to nuclear

physics the interesting things are usually the positions and widths

of peaks in the spectrum of pulse heights.

A wide variety of types of discriminator has been used, the

simplest being a biased diode. Biased triodes or pentodes have

the advantage over the diode to that they deliver an amplified

output signal, but this is counteracted to some extent by the fact

that the cut-off characteristics of diodes are usually much sharper

than those of triodes and pentodes. In these simple discriminator

circuits the dead-time following the acceptance of a pulse depends

on the size and shape of the accepted pulse. Discriminators which

have a fixed dead-time, thus permitting accurate estimation of

counting losses, have been developed (e.g. by Wells^).
2.2 Single Channel Brlse-height Analysers

The single channel pulse-height analyser is a logical develop¬

ment from the voltage discriminator. Two discriminators are set to

different threshold levels. The output signals from these are fed

to an anticoincidence circuit. A count is only registered when an

input pulse is large enough to overcome the bias on the lower

discriminator, but not large enough to operate both discriminators.

If the difference between the discriminator levels is kept fixed and



the level of discrimination is adjusted in steps equal to this

difference, it is possible to scan the pulse height spectrum and

obtain the "differential" curve of pulse-height distribution

directly.

The superiority of the single channel analyser over the

discriminator as an analysing device is further seen if we inspect

the statistical significance of results obtained using the two methods

of analysis to examine the same pulses. Suppose the number of

counts registered in time t with a single discriminator is n

for threshold setting V, and n + i n for a threshold setting

V - & V, Hie number of counts in the range £ V would be quoted

as & n - (2n i n)2. With a single channel analyser the number

of counts in the range £ V will be measured directly as £ n - ( £ n)2

in time t. Since C n is always less than 2n + i n the statistical

significance of the counts obtained using the single channel analyser

in a given time is always better than it would have been using a

single discriminator.

Although the concept of a single channel analyser is exception¬

ally simple, it presents problems which do not arise when dealing

with a single discriminator. The pulses to be analysed have

finite rise and fall times, so a pulse exceeds the threshold of the

upper discriminator a short time after it crosses the lower threshold.

Also the pulse spends less time above the upper threshold than it

does above the lower one, A number of circuits which overcome

the difficulties caused by the pulse's finite rise and fall times

have been described (e.g. by Ehrk^).
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2.3 frlultg-channel Analysers using Voltage Discrimination

The next step in the logical development from the single dis¬

criminator is to have many discriminators with equally spaced

thresholds, and anticoincidence circuits to select the highest

discriminator which was triggered. Pulse-height analysers which
(5)

use this principle have been designed (e.g. by Westcott and Hanna

Anticoincidence techniques are not the only method that can be

used to select the highest discriminator triggered. The analyser

described by Johnstone^ mixes square negative output pulses from

one level with a differentiated output frcsn the level below it so

that the mixed output is entirely negative if both discriminators
, i

are triggered, but has a positive part if only the lower le/el is

operated,
(7)

The analyser described by Cooke-Yarborough et al. uses a

sorting ladder which serves to select the channel in which a count

will be recorded. A signal is then fed into the selected channel.

The circuit of the sorting ladder is shown in Pig. 1. Initially

the diodes V. to V, are out off and the left halves of the double1 4

triodes are conducting. As the Input terminal moves negatively

first then Vg trigger over and so on. Each of the valves in
the sorting ladder triggers over in turn as the input signal

increases and the triggering of a circuit cuts off all the double

triodes higher in the ladder. The channel into which the peak

falls is left with the right side of a double triode conducting.

This is used to route a signal to the correct scaler.
(8)Gattiv ' has described an analyser in which the channel width

is determined by the size of a pulse generated internally. The
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Pig. 1. Sorting Ladder (Cooke-Yarborough et. al.^).
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input pulse is first lengthened and, a short time after the

beginning of the pulse, a step is added to the lengthened pulse.

The size of this step determines the channel width of the analyser,

while a series of discriminators set the lower edges of the channels.
th

If the input pulse is to be recorded in the n channel the first

(n - 1) discriminators will be triggered by the leading edge of
th

the pulse. The n discriminator will be triggered by the step

which is added to the lengthened pjlse. Coincidence circuits

determine which discriminator was triggered by the step and route

a signal to the corresponding scaler. This is illustrated in

Pig. 2.

Pulse-height analysers which use multi-discriminator techniques

all have the same disadvantages. The channel boundaries are set

independently and can drift independently. In some analysers this

can give rise to inequalities between the widths of different

channels, to gaps between channels and to overlapping channels.

Gatti's analyser has been seen to overcome the problem of differing

channel widths, but it is still possible to have gaps between

channels or to have overlapping channels. In Cook-Yarborough's

analyser on the other hand, an input pulse can land in one and only

one of the channels, but the channels are not necessarily all of

the some width.

We have already seen that differing channel widths, gaps between

channels and overlapping channels are undesirable features. If

many channels are used the setting-up procedure is laborious; and

it has to be carried out frequently if these troubles are to be

avoided.
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Fig. 2 20-Ghannel Pulse-Height Analyser (Gatti^) •
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The main advantage of the multi-discriminator analyser is that

it can accept high counting rates.

2,4 Analysers using a Cathode Bay Oscilloscope to Measure the
Pulse-Height

By far the simplest method of using a cathode ray tube to

investigate a pulse-height distribution is to apply the pulses to

the y-input of a commercial oscilloscope and use a triggered time-

base. The screen is photographed, the exposure being extended to

record, a large number of pulses. All the pulses have about the

same rise-time, so by scanning the resulting film with a photo-

densitometer along a correctly chosen line parallel to the y-axis

an estimate of the relative distribution of pulse-heights can be

obtained. The choice of scanning line can be made less critical

if the incoming pulses are lengthened slightly to give them flat tops.
(9)Hunt et al. have described a pulse-height analyser in which

the pulses are first lengthened a little to give them flat tops, and

then applied to the y-input of an oscilloscope. During the flat top

of the pulse the beam of the oscilloscope is intensified. The result

is photographed on moving; 55 aan» film as a series of dots, and

analysed later using an "automatic electromechanical reader".

Hunt et al. claim to be able to sort the events into 100 discrete

channels by this method.

The most popular pulse-height analysers using the oscilloscope

to measure the pulse-heights are variations on the "grey wedge"

analyser. Maeder^10^ reviewed the "grey wedge" techniques in 1958,

indeed the name feeder occurs throughout the development of this

method of analysis. It was he who described the original "grey wedge"
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(11)
analyserv ' in 1947. The input pulse is lengthened so that it

has a flat top, and applied to the x-plates of a cathode ray tube.

At the same time a linear sweep is applied to the y-plates of

the tube. The screen of the oscilloscope is photographed through

an optical wedge made of neutral density glass, the exposure being

extended to record a large number of pulses. Printing the photo¬

graph on high contrast photographic material will make a "line of

equal density" stand out clearly. ®iat this will give the spectrum

of pulse-heights on a logarithmic intensity scale is seen from the

following analysis.

If N(x) is the differential number of counts as a function

of the pulse-height co-ordinate, x, points of equal density on the

photograph will occur where N(x) T(y) » constant.

T(y) is the "transmission" of the wedge as a function of the

y-co-ominiate, and with a high quality optical grey wedge T(y) »

e~a^ where fQ is the "filter factor" of the wedge at its most

transparent end (i.e. at y = 0).

(Combining these two expressions gives the equation

log N(x) = ay + constant

as a representation of the isodensity curves, indicating that the

intensity scale of the spectrum is logarithmic.

If, instead of using a grey wedge with an exponential trans¬

mission function, an absorbing plate for which T(y) OcVy were

used, the intensity scale of the spectrum would be linear.

"Wedges" with these characteristics are difficult to obtain,

but the same result has been achieved by a different method in the
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(12)
"electronic grey wedge analyser"v . In this instrument the linear

sweep applied to the y-plates is replaced by an exponential sweep.

With an exponential sweep the velocity of the beam is proportional

to its deflection. This is equivalent to a wedge with a transmission

function T(y) oC Vy and so gives the spectrum with a linear inten¬

sity scale.

A pulse—height analyser which uses a special cathode ray tube

to give the pulse-height a digital representation has been described
(13)

by Porter and Borkowski . The input pulses deflect the beam of

the cathode ray tube across a target grid with 30 equal webs and

spaces. Whenever the beam passes through a space in the grid a

pulse is obtained on a signal plate mounted behind the grid. The

number of pulses recorded on this signal plate gives a digital

representation of the height of the pulse. The pulses are counted

on a scaler; the final state of the scaler indicates the channel

in which a count has to be added. This leads on to the next general

classification of pulse-height analysers.

2.5 Analysers using Analogue to Digital Conversion

The first analyser of this kind was designed by Wilkinson^
He charged a capacitor to the peak value of the input pulse, and then

discharged it linearly so that the time of discharge of the capacitor

was proportional to the height of the input pulse. During the

linear run-down the circuit gave out a square pulse which was used

to gate a free running oscillator, so obtaining a number of pulses

proportional to the input pulse's height. The pulses from the

oscillator were counted on two "ring-of-ten" scaling circuits in
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series and the state of these rings was used to set relays which

routed a count on to one of 100 registers. The instrument was

extremely slow in operation, the speed being limited primarily by

the performance of the mechanical registers, which could accept a

counting rate of only 10 counts per second.

Many analysers have been built using the Wilkinson analogue-

to-digital conversion principle, "but capable of faster operation.

An example of this is the Argonne 256-Channel Analyser which is
(15)

described by Schumann and McKahcn . In this analyser the

digital representation of the pulse-height is in binary form. The

information is stored in a magnetic core memory, and displayed in

binary notation as dots on the face of a cathode ray tube.

A variation on the Wilkinson theme is to discharge the

capacitance which lengthens the input pulse in equal steps instead

of using a linear sweep. Transistors have been used in an analyser
(16)

using this technique by Kandiah at Harwell and also in an

(17)
analyser developed at Chalk River . Both these analysers use

magnetic core memories.

The happy marriage of transistors and magnetic core memories

has had a marked effect on the commercial development of pulse-height

analysers. The analysers which have case on to the market in the

United States during the last year or two all appear to use varia¬

tions of the Wilkinson method with fast amlogue-to-digital conver¬

sion. They use transistors in the electronic circuits and magnetic

core memories. The number of channels tends to be higher than in

the original Wilkinson analyser, 400 channels being common. The
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analysers can usually be split up into several smaller units so that

more than one spectrum can be obtained at the same time.

2.6 The Ilitchinson-Scarrott Technique

The main difference between the Hutchinson-Scarrott method of

pulse-height am lysis and the methods mentioned in the previous

section is the type of meaory used. The information about the

spectrum of pulse-heights is stored in binary notation as pulses

on a delay line. The original analyser of this type "was described

by Hutchinson and Scarrott^1^. They used a mercury delay line in

the original analyser, but later this was changed, and a nickel wire
(19)

magnetostrietive delay line was usedx . In the United States

analysers using, the same principle have been developed using quartz

delay lines^*^.
The way in which the Hutchinson-Scarrott type of analyser works

is illustrated by the block diagram of Pig. 3« The stored infor¬

mation is transmitted down the "delay line" as a series of "acoustic"

pulses. After a period of time the pulses arrive at the "receiver"

where they are converted into electrical pulses which are then shaped

by the "adding gate" and retransmitted. The information circulates

round this closed loop without change unless a signal is applied to

the "adding gate" to cause a change.

Hie "linear sweep" circuit generates a sawtooth waveform which is

synchronised by signals from the "receiver" so that the time between

successive sweeps is the same as the delay time. Hie period of the

"linear sweep" is divided into a number of equal time intervals by

the "channel oscillator". During each of these intervals a binary

number passes through the "adding gate" on its way round the memory
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Fig. 3 . Hutchinson-Scarrot type of Analyser.
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loop. The period of the channel oscillator" is itself divided up

"by the "digit oscillator" which determines the period between digits

in the binary numbers.

An input pulse which is to be sorted is first lengthened. The

"comparison" circuit compares the amplitude of the lengthened pulse

with the changing voltage of the "linear sweep" and gives an output

when the sweep voltage becomes equal to the amplitude of the

lengthened pulse. The output signal from the "comparison" circuit

primes the "coincidence" circuit so that it gives out a signal

coincident with the next channel pulse and causes the next binary

number which passes through the "adding gate" to be increased by

unity.

The synchronisation between "channel and digit oscillators"

and the 'linear sweep" ensures that each binary number corresponds to

a certain range of sweep voltage, and so to a certain range of

pulse-height.

The speed of a Hutchinson-Scarrott type of analyser is

determined mainly by the length of the delay line. A fast analyser

could be made by using, a short delay, but it would have either fewer
(21)

channels or lower storage capacity per channel or both. Scarrottv '

has outlined a method of using a temporary store to enable a fast

version of the analyser to be made without losing any storage

capacity.

2.7 Summary

The trend in the design of pulse-height analysers is at the

moment towards transistorized analysers with magnetic core memories.

In spite of this the choice of design for an analyser will, to some

extent, depend on the circumstances in which it is to be used.
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The fastest analysers are the isolti-discrlmlnator type, hut they

tend to have only few channels, Hie cheapest are grey-wedge

analysers hut the results are not expressed in an accurate

quantitative manner. The analysers which offer the highest

precision use either the Wilkinson technique or the Hutchinson-

Scarrott method.
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CHAPTER 3

FUNCTIONAL ESFCRIHPICK OF A TRANSISTORISED

30-CHAKNEL HJLGE-HEICHT AKA33SER

The need for a reliable multi-channel pulse-height analyser

in this laboratory became apparent in 1957 when Galloway was

attempting to investigate complex gamma-ray spectra using a

5-channel analyser (A.E.R.E. type 1074A). Subsequently his

experience with a Hutchinson-Scarrott type of analyser (manufactured

by Surrvic Controls Ltd.) showed that multi-channel analysers using

thermionic valves tend, to develop frequent faults.

About this time transistors were beginning to become readily

available and Galloway outlined a design for a 30-channel pulse-

height analyser which would take advantage of the claimed reliability
(22)

of semiconductor devices . The proposed analyser included an

analogue-to-digital converter of a novel kind. This is illustrated

in Fig. 4 and was to work in the following manner:- An input pulse

is made to circulate round a loop consisting of a "subtractor", a

"delay" and an "amplifier". The "amplifier" is included solely to

compensate for the attenuation introduced by the "delay". Each

time the pulse passes round the loop a fixed amount is subtracted

from it, so the number of times a pulse circulates is a digital

representation of the height of the input pulse.

An attempt was made to build a pulse-height analyser using

this method, but it failed because it was found to be impossible

to remove completely reflections which occurred in the delay line,

ana so the circulating pulse would not decrease in size in a linear

manner.
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fig. 4. Analogue-to-Digital Converter (Galloway^
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The analyser which eventually was built uses a more conventional

method of analogue-to-digital conversion. It uses transistors

in all the electronic circuits and the storage and display of

information is on "dekatron" counting tubes and mechanical registers.

A block diagram of the pulse-height analyser is shown in Fig. 5.

The input pulses come from a conventional amplifier (Syriatron
Kadio Ltd. type 1008), and if the complete linear range of the

amplifier is to be used, the size of pulse can be as large as 60 volts.

The "attenuator" at the input of the analyser scales down the size

of an input pulse so that it is more suitable for use with transistor

circuits. The attenuated pulse is then passed on to the "bias

circuit" which determines the lower end of the range of pulse-heights

which can be accepted by the analyser. The "limit circuit" clips

the size of large julses to ensure that they are not big enough

to break through the gate when it is closed. Provided that a pulse

is not already being sorted by the analyser the "gate" will be open

and the input pulse can pass through, with some attenuation, to an

"amplifier" which inverts the pulse and increases its size slightly,
so that the range of pulse sizes accepted by the gate is also the

range which can be accepted by the "analogue-to-digital converter".

A block diagram of the "analogue-to-digital converter" is shown

in Fig. 6. The operation is as follows:- A pulse fed into the

converter triggers the "reset" circuit. This resets the "lengthener"

and the "staircase generator". Meanwhile the pulse is shaped so

that it has a standard length and then delayed for 10^usec. to allow
time for the resetting operation, which takes about 9/usec. The
delayed input pulse is then lengthened. 2 yusec. after the end of
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BlockDiagramofthe30-ChannelPulse-HeightAnalyser,



the resetting operation a signal is fed to the "start" trigger

circuit which switches the "control circuit" to its GN state and

causes a train of pulses to be generated by the "blocking oscillator".

These pulses are clipped to standard size in the "shaping circuit"

and then fed on to the "staircase generator". Because the pulses

which form the staircase have a standard size the staircase has

equal steps. She train of pulses continues until the staircase has

reached the height of the lengthened pulse when the "comparison

circuit" gives out a signal which operates the "stop" trigger circuit

and switches off the train of pulses. The number of pulses in the

train is thus a digital representation of the height of the input

pulse.

Returning to the block diagram of Pig. 5, it can be seen that

the signals fed out from the "analogue-to-digital converter" ares-

1. The "reset signal", which is fed to the display unit to

reset the channel selection circuits.

2. The "digit signal" (i.e. the train of pulses which fonn a

digital representation of the input pulse's height). These

pulses go to the display unit where they are used to select

the required channel.

3. A "delayed reset signal", which operates the "dead-time"

trigger circuit.

The "dead-time" trigger circuit applies a signal to the "gate

control" which closes the "gate" in the input circuit and keeps it

closed for the duration of the "dead-timd' signal. This signal is a

pulse 350 usee, long which allows adequate time for the selection



Fig.6,BlockDiagramoftheAnalogue-to-DigitalConverter.
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(i) Input to the analogue- (ii) Shaped input pulse (iii) Input pulse, delayed
to-digital converter seen at the emitter and lengthened;
seen at the base of of T,seen at the base

V of T22*

(iv) Reset signal seen at (v) Digit pulses at the (vi) Staircase waveform
the emitter of emitter of V at the base of

(vii) "Start" signal at (viii) "Stop" signal at (ix) "Control" waveform
the collector of the collector of seen at the collector

T42* of T46*

Pig. 7. Waveforms in the Analogue-to-Digital Converter.
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(i) Dead-time signal seen
at the collector of

V

(ii) Look signal seen at
the collector of

V

(iii) Gate Control
waveform seen at
the emitter of T,

(iv) Digit pulses at the
emitter of T, The

%9'
input pulse is recorded
in channel 20.

(v) The Look signal as it
is fed out to the
Display Unit.

(vi) Digit pulses at the
emitter of T^.
The input pulse is
too big for the
analyser.

(vii) The Suppress Look
signal seen at the
collector of T^g.

(viii) The suppressed Look
signal. This pulse
is too small to

trigger the drive
circuits in the

Display Unit.

Fig. 8. Some Waveforms in the Sorting Unit.
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of the channel In which a count should he recorded. At the end of

the "dead-time" pulse a signal is fed back into the "analogue-to-

digital converter" to make sure that the train of digit pulses has

stopped, and at the same time the "look-pulse generator" is fired.

The output from the "look-pulse generator" is a pulse 30/usec. long.
IXiring this pulse the "gate" in the input circuit remains closed

because of a signal fed from the "look-pulse generator" to the

"gate control" circuit. The "look signal" itself is fed through an

"anticoincidence" circuit to the "display unit" where it causes a

count to be recorded in the selected channel. If an input pulse

is too large to be recorded in any channel of the analyser a signal

from the "display unit" is fed to the other input of the "anti¬

coincidence" circuit in order to suppress the "look signal". The

total time for which the instrument is incapable of accepting another

input pulse, when once a pulse has been accepted for sorting, is

the sum of the lengths of the "dead-time" and "look" signals, i.e.

Oscillograms of some of the waveforms in the "analogue-to-

digital converter" are shown in Fig. 7, and waveforms from other

parts of the sorting unit appear in Fig. 8.

Hie operation of the "display unit" is illustrated in Fig. 9.

First of all the "rings of five and six" are set to their initial

states by the "reset signal". The "digit pulses" are then counted

on these scaling circuits. When the train of pulses is complete

the "ring of five" has one stage switched ON and the rest OFF. Hie

stage which is ON holds open the "gate" which is associated with

that stage, This selects a "drive" circuit associated with a

column of the matrix of "scalers". In the same way the final state
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of the "ring of six" selects a "drive" circuit associated with a

row of "scalers". The two "drive" circuits selected in this way

are triggered by the "look signal"•

Each of the "scalers", numbered 1 to 30, consists of a dekatron

counting tube followed by a mechanical register. Before a dekatron

can be stepped round by one count, two pulses must be applied to it,

one to the first guide ring followed immediately by the second pulse

applied to the second guide ring, A "drive" circuit associated

with a row of dekatrons feeds a signal only to the first guide rings

of all the dekatrons in the row, A "drive" circuit associated with

a column feeds correctly timed signals to the second guide rings of

the dekatrons in that column. Since only two "drive" circuits are

triggered, one associated with a row, the other with a column,

only the dekatron common to both the selected row and the selected

column will receive the two pulses required to drive it.

If an input pulse is too big to be recorded in the analyser the

"ring of six" will be stepped through more than one complete cycle

when counting the digit pulses. When this happens the "ring of six"

gives out a pulse which is used to prevent the "look signal" being

applied to the "display unit",

!Hie complete analyser is built as three units, the sorting

unit, the display unit, and the power unit. These are all built

behind standard panels 19 inches wide so that they can be mounted

ina standard rack, A photograph of the pulse-height analyser is

shown in Flate I,
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Plate I.

The 30-Channel Pulse-Height Analyser,
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CHAPTER 4.

EBSCRIFTICK OF THE ELBOTBCKIO CIRCUITS

USED W THE SORTING UNIT OF THE

30-CHAm'EL FULSE-HEIGHT AMLYSER

A complete circuit diagram of the sorting unit of the 30-

channel pulse-height analyser is shown in Pig. 10, v/hich is in

the pocket at the back of the thesis, "but to facilitate explanation,

this has been broken up into a series of smaller circuits, Pigs. 11

to 17, corresponding very roughly to the blocks in the block

diagrams of Pigs. 5 and 6.

4.1 The Input Circuit

Big. 11 is the circuit diagram of the input stages of the

pulse-height analyser. It corresponds to the "attenuator", "bias

circuit" and "limit circuit" of Pig. 5.

The attenuator is a straightforward emitter follower, the

input to which is fed through a potential divider. The input

pulse is applied to one end of the variable resistor, V.R.1, but

only a fraction of this pulse arrives at the base of T^. The
amount of attenuation is determined by the ratio of the input

resistance of the emitter follower to the value of the variable

resistor.

The bias circuit is a biased diode discriminator made up of

the two diodes and Dg. Both the signal and the bias voltage
are applied to the discriminator through an emitter follower, Tg.
The bias is adjusted by means of a 10 turn potentiometer, V.R.2,

which varies the potential on the base of T^.
The limit circuit is a long-tailed pair in which T, is con-

3

ducting and T^ is cut off by a bias applied to its base. When a



Pig.11

SheInputCircuit,
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positive pulse is applied to the base of it behaves as an

emitter follower unless the potential of its emitter becomes

sufficiently positive to cause T^ to conduct. If this happens
cuts off and the potential of the common emitters of and is

held steady for the duration of the pulse by the bias on the base

of T^. The capacitors in the circuitry around T^ apply a certain
amount of feedback and so reduce the amount of "ringing" which

occurs when a large pulse is clipped by the circuit. The clipping

level is not very critical, it is set by the potentiometer V.R.3.

The signal conies out from the common emitters of T^ and T^
and is fed on to the gate by an emitter follower, T„.

4.2 The Gate Circuit

The gate circuit is shown in Fig. 12. This circuit corres¬

ponds to the "gate", "amplifier" and "gate control" of Fig. 5.

The gate itself is the diode D^. If the transistor is
conducting Dp. can be arranged to be unbiased by adjusting the

setting of V.R.4. The diode can then pass any positive signal and

so the gate is said to be open. When T^ is not conducting the
diode, Dp. has a reverse bias applied to it and so will not pass a

signalj the gate is then closed.

The pulse from the input circuit is fed into the gate through a

transformer. To ensure that most of the signal from the secondary

winding of this transformer will appear at the anode of Dp. rather

than at the other end of the transformer winding, a low resistance

path to earth, through a 0.02capacitor ana a 470 il resistor,

is arranged for any signal appearing at the upper end of the

transformer winding.

Whether or not the gate is open is determined by the state of
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the transistors and T^. If neither Tg nor is conducting
the currents in and T^q are such that the potential of the base
of is negative, conducts and the gate is therefore open.

If either or is made to conduct heavily the base of will

become more negative causing to conduct more heavily. As a

result the base of becomes less negative and T^q conducts less
heavily. The potential on the base of attempts to become

positive but is caught by ^ at zero potential. T„ cuts off and
so the gate is closed.

The 0.02/uP capacitor, which effectively shunts the 6.8Kjfl

resistor in the collector load of T^ , reduces the speed with which
the gate can open or close. To avoid this unpleasantness it is

arranged that the opening or closing of the gate shall not alter

the potential difference between the plates of this 0.02^uF
capacitor. The same signal is made to appear at each side of

the capacitor whenever the gate is opened or closed. This is

the purpose of the emitter follower, Tg.
The output from the gate is amplified by and the resulting

negative pulse is fed out through the emitter follower, T^»
4*3 The Beset Circuit

Pig. 15 shows the reset circuit in which T^y ar'd T^g form a
monostable circuit which can be regarded as a grounded base amplifier,

T^y, feeding an emitter follower, T^g. In the circuit's stable
state • Tyj is conducting and T38 is cut off. A negative trigger
pulse from the output of the gate circuit is applied to the common

emitters of these two transistors and triggers the circuit. The

output signal from the collector of T38 is a positive pulse the
length of which is determined by the time constant in the coupling
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Pig.13.TheResetCircuit.
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between the collector of T,_ and the base of T_Q. The resistors in37 3°
the circuit are chosen so that in the circuit's stable state the

collector voltage of T38 is more negative than the most negative
possible excursion of either the "staircase" or the "lengthener"

waveforms, In the circuit's metastable state the collector

voltage of TJ8 becomes positive. Snitter followers, and T^q >
are directly coupled to the collector of T^g. They feed the reset
signal to various parts of the analyser. The way in which the

reset signal is then used will be discussed when the circuits of these

parts of the analyser are described.

4.4 The Shaping Circuit

The pulse which emerges frcsn the gate circuit requires shaping

before being fed on to the 10yusec. delay, because the characteris¬
tics of the delay line make it unable to transmit faithfully any

very fast changes. A square voltage step fed into the delay will

appear at the other end of the delay line with a rise time of about

1yisec., so if the height of a pulse is to be maintained faithfully
when it is passed along the delay line, a pulse length considerably

more than 1yisec. is needed.
The diagram of the circuit which lengthens the pulses before

feeding them on to the delay line is shown as Pig. 14. The

output from the gate circuit is fed by T^ on to a 0.005yuF
capacitor* The capacitor is charged to the height of the pulse,

but when the pulse collapses T^ cuts off and the capacitance
remains charged.

At the end of the "reset" signal the trailing edge of the

"reset" waveform produces a short pulse at the collector of T^.
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This triggers the monostable circuit, T^ and T18> and causes the
potential of the collector of t17 to become positive for a time.
The emitter of follows the collector of T17 until its excursion
is stopped by the diode T16 then cuts off and current flows
through the 10K resistor and to discharge the 0.005/uF capacitor
to its original potential.

The shaped pulse is fed out to the ICyusec. delay by an
emitter follower,

4.5 Sie Pulse-Train Generator

The Pulse-Train Generator is comprised of the "start", "stop",

"control", "blocking oscillator" and "shaping" circuits of Fig. 6.

Its circuit diagram is shown in Pig. 15.

The train of pulses is generated by the blocking oscillator,

(T^ end associated circuitry). If the base of T^ is held at a
small negative potential, the blocking oscillator is free-running

at a frequency of about 100 Kc/sec. If, however, the base of

is at a positive potential, T^ will be cut off by this bias and
the blocking oscillator will be switched off.

The "control" circuit is a bistable circuit of the Bccles-

Jordan type. and T^g are the transistors in this bistable
circuit. When the circuit is in the state in which T. _ is

45

conducting, the collector potential of T^, and therefore the
emitter potential of T^, is sufficiently positive to ensure that
the base of T^ experiences a positive potential. The blocking
oscillator is therefore switched off. If on the other hand the

bistable circuit is in the state in which T45 is cut off, then the
potential at the collector of *45 is more negative and provides a



Fig.15.ThePulse-TrainGenerator.
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negative potential on the base of T^. The blocking oscillator
is then free-running.

The "start" circuit is a inonostable circuit in which T, . is41

normally conducting and T^ is cut off. The signal which triggers
this circuit is obtained from the trailing edge of the reset signal

after the reset pulse has been delayed by 2yusec« This ensures
that the train of digit pulses does not start until the resetting

operation on the "lengthener" and "staircase" circuits is complete.

The positive-going output signal from the collector of T^ is the
"start" signal. It is applied through the diode to the base

of T. j. and switches the bistable circuit into the state in which45

T45 is cut off. This switches the blocking oscillator on and so
starts the train of digit pulses.

The train of digit pulses continues until a signal from the

comparison circuit triggers the "stop" trigger circuit. This is a

monostable circuit similar to the "start" circuit. T^_, and T^g
are the two transistors used and the output pulse from the collector

of T^ is the "stop" signal. The "stop" signal is fed through the
diode D10 to the base of and switches the bistable "control"
circuit into the state in which T. _ is conducting. This switches

45

the blocking oscillator off and so stops thetrain of digit pulses.

The digit pulses are shaped by the biased emitter follower,

T^» and the limiting diode, so that all the pulses are of
equal size. The pulses are then fed through an emitter follower,

T50» to the staircase generator. The digit signal which is fed to
/

the display unit comes from the emitter of T49 through an emitter
follower, T^.
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4.6 The Lengthener. Staircase and Comparison Circuits

The circuit shown in Pig. 16 is the heert of the pulse-height

analyser.

The delayed input pulse is fed on to the lengthener by cascaded

emitter followers^ T^q and T^ • The lengthening circuit Itself is
made up of the diode D^g, the transistor Tgg, and two 0.005^uF
capacitors. The negative input pulse is fed "through the first

of the 0.005yuF capacitors and the diode on to the second
0.005^uF capacitor. In fact the two capacitors form a potential
divider so only about half the input pulse is received by the

second capacitor. When the input pulse collapses D^g cannot remove
the charge which has been fed on to the second capacitor so it

remains charged to a voltage proportional to the input pulse's

height. B>e transistor ensures that the potential difference

across D^g is kept small, reducing the leakage of charge off the
lengthening capacitor.

The staircase generator is a circuit very similar to the

"lengthening" circuit. It consists of the diode D^, the transistor
I2J and t»o capacitors, one a O.OOyiF capacitor ehioh feeds the
train of digit pulses from the pulse train generator to the staircase

circuit, the other a 0.005^uF capacitor on which "the staircase waveform
is generated. The digit signal is a train of negative pulses.

When the first pulse of the train arrives a fraction of it is fed

on to the 0.005/uF capacitor, and when the pulse collapses Tg^
ensures that the cathode of does not follow the collapsing pulse,

but remains at the same potential as its anode. So has zero

bias on it when the next pulse arrives and the second pulse is
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treated In exactly the same way as the first pulse of the train.

Each successive pulse adds an equal step to the voltage on the

0.005^/uF capacitor.
Before the arrival of an input pulse at the lengthener or

the Beginning of a train of pulses at the staircase generator,

these two circuits have to he reset. The diodes °13' D14* D15*
are used in this operation. The anodes of and are

connected to the emitter of T,n in the reset circuit. When the
jy

reset circuit is in its stable state the anodes of D., and D._14 15

are held at a more negative potential than their respective cathodes

so and are cut off. When the reset circuit is operated

the anodes of and attempt to become positive, current

flows through these two diodes and the 500 !L resistor (which

forms the emitter load of T^) to discharge the lengthener and
staircase capacitors. The diodes, and D^g, divert the
current to earth when the discharge of the capacitors is complete.

Tg^ and T^ make up the "comparison" circuit. The lengthened
input pulse is applied to the emitter of T^ which is therefore
cut off. The staircase waveform is applied to the base of Tp^.
Tn, remains cut off until the staircase waveform becomes more
24

negative than the lengthened input pulse, when it starts to conduct.

The step on the staircase which causes Tpj^ to begin conducting is
amplified by Tp^ and T^ and the negative signal from the collector
of Tgp. is used to stop the train of digit pulses,
4.7 The Dead-Time Circuit, and the Circuits which Produce or

Suppress the Look Signal"

In the circuit diagram of Fig. 17 the 'Head-time" trigger
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circuit is a monostable circuit in which is normally conducting

and formally cut-off. The circuit is triggered by the leading

edge of the "delayed reset signal" which is applied to the base of

T36* The collector of T^- "5s connected to the base of T_, in the
"gate" circuit. V,hen the "dead-time" trigger circuit is in its

stable state and T^g is conducting, the potential at the collector
of Tjg is such that Ty is cut off. Provided that the look pulse
generator is also in its stable state, the gate will be open.

When the "dead-time" circuit is triggered cuts off and so

conducts causing the gate to close. The gate remains closed

(because Ty is conducting) until the "dead-time" circuit reverts
to its stable state. This time is determined by the components

in the coupling between the collector of T^ end the base of V
When the "dead-time" circuit reverts to its stable state a

negative-going signal appears at -the base of T^ and is amplified by
T^. The resulting positive signal triggers the "look-pulse gener¬
ator", which is also a monostable circuit. The transistors in

this circuit are T--. and T__, and in the circuit's stable state32 33*
T,_ is conducting. The collector of T__ is connected to the base

33 33

of Tg in the gate circuit. When the "look-pulse generator" is
in its stable state Tg is cut off by the potential at the collector
of tjj,so provided that Ty is aleo out off the gate ia open.
When the "look-pulse generator" operates at the end of the dead-

time waveform becomes cut off and so Tg conducts. The "gate",
which is already held closed by the "dead-time" signal, will

therefore remain closed during the "look signal".

The "look signal" itself is taken from the collector of
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It is a positive going pulse which is fed to the display unit

through T^q and the emitter follower T^t provided that is
not conducting. v

If a pulse is too "big for the analyser a signal from the

display unit indicates this fact. The signal is negative going

and is amplified by T26 to produce a positive signal which triggers
a monostable circuit consisting of the transistors and T^.
This monostable circuit is called the "suppress look-pulse" circuit.

When this circuit is triggered "becomes cut off and will

therefore conduct and so suppress any positive going change at

the common emitters of T29 and Any look pulse which is
generated during the operation of the "suppress look-pulse" circuit

will not be passed on to the display unit.

The Test Circuit

This circuit has not been mentioned in the functional

description of the analyser, but since it is included in the

sorting, unit it seems logioal to describe the test mode of operation

here along with the circuit which produces the test signals.

In the test mode of operation counts are added in turn to

each of the channels. To do this the reset circuit is disconnected

from the display unit and pulses are then fed alternately to the

"digit input" and the "look input" of the display unit. A pulse

fed to the "digit input" steps the channel selection circuits by

one channel, the pulse fed to the "look input" then adds a count

in whichever channel is selected.

The test circuit is shown in Pig. 18. The test pulses

originate initially from a multivibrator, and T^, which
oscillates at about 3° cycles per second. The square wave output
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from the collector of is differentiated and amplified by T56»
giving negative pulses at the collector of whenever the multi¬

vibrator switches frcra the state in which the transistor T__ is
55

cut off to the state in which it conducts. These negative pulses

are used to advance the channel selection circuits by one channel

for eaoh oscillation of the multivibrator,

When the multivibrator switches over in the opposite

direction (i.e. T__ is switched off and T_, switched on), a
55 54

monostable circuit, in which T__ and T__ are the transistors, is

triggered by the positive going waveforei at the collector of T_, .
54

The positive pulse at the collector of replaces the "look

signal" in the test mode of operation and causes a count to be

registered in the selected channel.
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CHAPTER 5.

IBSCETETICK OF THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

USED IN THE DISPLAY UNIT OF THE

30-CHAMEEL HJLSE-HE1UHT ANALYSER

The circuit diagram of the display unit is shown in Fig. 19

which is in the pocket at the back of the thesis. As in the

description of the sorting unit, this will be dealt with in small

pieces, the circuit diagrams of these pieces being shown as

Figs. 20 to 23.

5.1 The Ring Scaling Circuits

The ring scaling circuits are derived from a thermionic valve

circuit described by Sharpless^^' and used by Wilkinson^1^ in

his pulse-height analyser. The circuit of the ring-of-five is

shorn in Fig. 20. The ring-of-six circuit is similar to it.

The circuit is made up of a series of five bistable elements.

In any one of these bistable elements only one of its two transis¬

tors con be conducting! if the right-hand one is conducting then

the left-hand one is cut off, and vice versa. When the right

hand transistor is conducting it is said that the stage is OK.

If, on the other hand, the left hand transistor in the bistable

element is conducting the stage is OFF. In the ring-of-five

circuit all the left hand transistors have their emitters

connected together and the emitter current for all these transistors

flows through a 250 IX resistor. Similarly all the right hand

transistors have their emitters connected together and to a

1000 IX resistor. This arrangement makes the emitter potential

of the right hand transistors the same as that of the left hand
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transistors when one stage of the ring is switched OK and the

rest OFF; it is states of this kind which the circuit assumes.

In the ring-of-six scaling circuit the emitter current for

the left hand, transistors is fed through a 200 SI resistor; in

general, for a ring-of-n, the value of the emitter resistor should

6e v x 1000 SI .
n - 1

The digit pulses which are to be counted on the ring-of-five

are applied to the comxm emitters of the right hand transistors*

They are negative pulses and so tend to switch off the transistors

to whose emitters they are applied. As only one of the right hand

transistors is conducting, only this transistor is affected in the

first instance. It tends to cut off, and regenerative feedback

in the bistable element of which it is part switches the stage OFF.

As the stage is switched to its OFF state, a negative going signal

from the collector of the right hand transistor is fed through a

0.001 coupling capacitor to the base of the right hand transistor

of the next stage, which therefore switches OK. The OK state is

thus passed in steps round the ring, each input pulse moving it by

one step.

The ring-of-six works in exactly the same way. The pulses

which drive it are obtained from the collector of T^q. 11̂ is only
switched off when its binary stage is switched ON. When this

occurs a negative going signal appears at the collector of *60'
This is differentiated and fed through an emitter follower, ^ (see
Fig. 19 ) to provide input pulses for the ririg-cf-gix, The ring-of-

six thus receives one input pulse for every five pulses fed to the

ring-of-five.
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The two ring scaling circuits are set to their initial

condition "by the reset signal. This signal comes from the

emitter of T^ (see Fig. 13). Normally the emitter of T^n is
sufficiently negative to ensure that the diodes ^0-24 sn^
D^o ^5 °re cut off. During the reset signal, however, the
emitter of \o is at approximately earth potential and so the
diodes conduct and the transistors to which they are connected

cut off. The ring-of-five is thus set to the state in which

T65 is the only right hand transistor which is conducting, and
the ring-of-six to the state in which is the conducting right

hand transistor. This odd-looking reset condition is chosen

because the train of digit pulses always contains at least three

pulses. These three pulses merely indicate that a pulse which

is big enough to be recorded in the first channel has entered

the analyser, so they are used to step the ring scaling circuits

into the state which selects the first channel. The three pulses

occur because the "start" signal lasts long enough for two pulses

to be generated by the "blocking oscillator", the third pulse

or any later pulse may then switch the "blocking oscillator" off.

When a pulse is too big for the analyser the ring-of-six

returns for a second time to the state with conducting and

cut off (eee Big. 19). A negative-going elgnal free, the

collector of Tnr. is then fed back to the sorting unit to suppressyu

the look signal. The fact that a similar signal is produced at

the collector of T^Q when the ring-of-six records its first count
is not of any consequence, as this signal dies away long before

the look pulse is due to be applied.
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5»2 The Gate Circuits

The gate circuits are a series of long tailed pairs, one

associated with each stage of the rings of five and six. A

circuit diagram of one of these gates is shown as Pig. 21.

The base of the right hand transistor" in the gate circuit

(Ty^l in the diagram shown as Pig, 21) is connected to the collector
of one of the right hand transistors of the ring scaling circuits.

If the stage of the ring to which it is connected is OFF the

potential of the base of is about the same as the potential

of the base of the left hand transistor, T^. A positive look
signal" applied to the base of will simply cut TyQ off without
producing an appreciable signal at the common emitters of T^ and

If, on the other hand, the stage of the ring scaling circuit

is dtf, then Ty^ is cut off by the potential applied to its base
frcsa the collector of the conducting right hand transistor in the

ring scaling circuit. If a positive-going'look signal" is applied

to the base of Ty^ under these conditions, then Ty^ will behave
as an emitter follower until its emitter excursion is sufficient

to cause Ty^ to conduct. The emitter potential is then clamped.
The signal from the common emitters of the gate transistors is fed

on to one of the drive circuits which operate the matrix of

scalers.

5»3 The Drive Circuits

The drive circuits are blocking oscillators similar to
(21)

those used by Warraan and Bibbv to operate dekatron selector

tubes in a telephone exchange register. In Pig. 22 diagrams of

two drive circuits are shown, one a drive circuit associated with
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a row of scalers, the other associated with a column.

The signal from one of the gates is fed through a 0.01yuP
capacitor and a CC10E diode to the base of an XC101 transistor,

connected as an emitter follower, which feeds the signal on to

the W, winding of the blocking oscillator transformer. The
4

signal which is then induced in. the winding overcomes the

reverse bias on the base of the other XC101 transistor, causing

it to conduct sufficiently to give a loop gain greater than unity

in the blocking oscillator circuit. A typical blocking oscillator

waveform of pulse and overshoot is produced by the circuit, and

the output signal appearing at the winding of the transformer

i3 sufficiently large to operate a dekatron counting tube. The

specification for the blocking oscillation transformers is as

followsi-

Laminations: Mametal type 288, core type 402

Windings: W „ 60 turns, 39 s.w.g.j Wg 60 turns, 36 s.w.g.j

Wy 700 turns, 46 s.w.g.j W^, 160 turns, 32 s.w.g.j
It was explained in Chapter 3 that the drive circuits apply

correctly timed pulses to the guide rings of the dekatron tubes.

To ensure that the pulses are correctly timed (i.e. that a pulse

applied to the second guide ring follows immediately after a pulse

to the first guide ring), it is necessary to make the lengths of

idie output signals from all the drive circuits the same. The

25 fl variable resistors in the emitter leads of the blocking

oscillator transistors are adjusted to make the pulses which are

to be applied to the first guide rings 90yusec. long, and the
pulses fed to the second guide rings, which are in fact the

•overshoots" of the typical blocking oscillator waveform, are made
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to begin 90/usee, after the circuit is triggered.

The pulses which are fed to the first guide rings, from a

drive circuit associated with a row of dekatrons, are passed through

a GE5T58 diode. This diode prevents any spurious triggering of

the drive circuit due to unwanted signals being fed through the

dekatrons and. back to the drive circuit.

5.4 The Scaling Circuita

The scaling circuits each consist of a dekatron stage

followed by a mechanical register. The circuit diagram of a

scaling circuit is shown in Pig. 23.

The pulses to drive the dekatron tube are obtained from two

drive circuits, the pulse to the first guide ring being from a

drive circuit associated with a row of dekatrons, and the later

pulse to the second guide ring being from a drive circuit associated

with a column of dekatrons. Only when both these pulses are present

does the dekatron register a count.

Whenever the discharge in the dekatron moves on to the "aero

cathode" a positive going signal is applied through the 0.1yuF
capacitor and the 0A10 diode to the base of a (VETHA transistor,

which then produces a negative amplified signal at its collector.

This negative going signal is applied through an emitter follower

(the 0C72 transistor) to an 8yuP capacitor. When the signal
collapses the CC72 transistor becomes out off and the charge on

the 8 aiP capacitor leaks away as the base current of the 0C16

transistor, causing the 0C16 transistor to conduct for sufficient

time to operate the mechanical register, the coil of which forms

the 0C16*s emitter load. The registers used are type ATCeZUD25

made by Sodeco. They are capable of operating at speeds up to
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Fig#23#OneoftheThirtyScalingCircuits.
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25 counts per second.

When the discharge in the dekatron tube is on the "zero

cathode", and the dekatron receives only one of the two drive

pulses, a negative-going signal appears at the"zero cathode!',

followed by a positive-going signal when the single drive pulse

collapses. To prevent this operating the register circuit the

0.005capacitor is connected across the "zero cathode" load of

the dekatron.

The resistor which is shown dotted in the circuit diagram of

Pig. 23 is included in some of the register circuits because the

gain of each of the 0C16 transistors is not the same. A high

gain 0C16 transistor will discharge the 8yuF capacitor too slowly
and as a result the register circuit will be able to count only

very slowly. The presence of the resistor will then speed up

the discharge of the 8/uF capacitor slightly and make the signal

applied to the coil of the register the optimum length f«r fast

counting. Eight of the register circuits needed resistors of

various values between 27 K £t and 68 K XI $ the rest behaved

satisfactorily without any resistor being included.

The dekatron tubes can be reset to their zero position at

the beginning of a count by operating thirty biased switches, on®

for each sealer. The switches break the connection in the common

cathode lead of the dekatron and introduce high resistances into

the guide ring circuits and so force the discharge to the "zero

cathode." The registers can be reset manually. Since resetting

the dekatron can introduce a count on the associated register the

dekatron should always be reset before resetting the register.
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CHAPTER 6.

FO>aSR Suma.ES FOR THE 30-CHAftMH.

lULSE-IffilGHT Af.ALYSKR

There are four independent stabilised B.C. supplies which

provide power for the pulse-height analyser; their circuit

diagrams are shown in Pigs, 24-27, Three of these power supplies

are commercially made transistorised power units, the fourth, which

provides the high tension supply for the delations, uses neon

stabilisers to provide a fairly stable 450 volt B.C. supply.

Most of the circuitry in the analyser is fed from a Famell

type T.S.O* 1^/2 transistorised power unit, which supplies the

-12 volts line, and a Paraell type T.B.O, power unit, which

supplies the +10 volts and +12 volts lines. A current of about

1,3 amps is drawn from the T.S.O, 12/2 power unit and ©bout 0.5 asips

is taken from the T.B.O, power unit.

A separate power supply is used for the register circuits since

very large variations in current ©re encountered there. If the

same power unit had been used for all the -12 volt supplies the

variations of current might have led to unsteady voltages being

applied to the sorting circuits. A T.S.O. 12/5 power unit

provides the power for the register circuits. The current drawn

from this power unit depends on the rate at which the analyser is

counting. About 0.5 amps is taken under quiescent conditions.

The high tension supply for the dekatron counting tubes is

obtained from a simple full-wave rectifier. Three 150C4 neon

stabilisers in series are used to provide a reasonably stable

450 volt line for the dekatrons. The analyser takes about
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15 milliamps from the 450 volt supply.

The output voltages of all the power supplies can be checked

by a ndlliameter mounted on the front panel of the power unit.

A 4-positlon switch selects the supply whose output is to be

monitored and suitable resistors make the milliameter give a

half-scale deflection if the power supply provides the correct

output voltage.

The current drawn by the analyser from the 240 volt A.C.

mains is about 0.5 amps so the total power consumption Is about

120 watts.
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CHAFFER 7

TOE lEHPORMAMCE OP THE 50-CHANKEL

PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYSER

It Is very difficult to check the performance of a psulse-

height analyser in a way which is relevant to the manner in which

the analyser will he used in practice by testing it with a pulse

generator. Certain tests can be made however to show that the

analyser is likely to behave well, and then the analyser must be

tested further by using it to analyse well known spectra.

7.1 Tests using a Pulse Generator

Tests with a pulse generator showed that the widths of all

the channels except the first and second were the same. These

two channels were very much narrower than the rest} they must

therefore be ignored. The accuracy to which these measurements

could be made was only about 2 per cent using a measuring oscillo¬

scope (Solartron type CD643.S) to measure the height of the pulses

from the pulse generator.

It was also seen that introducing a large bias at the input

of the analyser did not affect the channel width. With a bias

equivalent to 90 channels, the change in input pulse height

required to shift the pulse by 20-ehannels was noted, and found

to be the same as when the analyser was unbiased.

The pulse generator was capable of operating, at several

different pulse repetition frequencies. The performance of the

analyser was examined with frequencies ranging from 2 pulses per

second to 1000 pulses per second, and it was found that, with a

fixed size of output from the pulse generator, the pulses were all
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recorded in the same channel of the analyser, regardless of

counting rate.

Two different lengths of input pulse were also used,

1yusec. and IGyusec. Changing the length made no difference
to the channel in which the pulses were recorded.

Tests were made on the long tena stability of the analyser.

The output frcoi the pulse generator was set so that the pulses

were recorded in a channel near the top of the analyser. Over

a period of 6 hours there was no change in the channel in which

the pulses were recorded. Over a period of 2k hours, however,

the counts were found to be divided between two adjacent channels.

As no measurements could be made of the stability of the pulse

generator it is possible that this drift is caused by the pulse

generator and not by the analyser, but drifts of about 1.5 per

cent cannot be ruled out over a period of 2k hours.

7.2 Tests using Radioactive Sources

The atialyser was used to look at the spectra of Y -rays

fiom various radioactive sources. The Y -rays were detected

by a sodium iodide scintillation counter and the resulting pulses,

after amplification by a type 1008 amplifier, were fed to the

analyser. The gain of the system was adjusted to give a reasonable

number of points round a peak in the spectrum.
4 xy fr\

The ^ -rays from Cs " (0.66 MeV) and Co (1.17 MeV and

1.33 MeV) were examined with the same analyser settings and it

was seen that the response of the system was linear. This is

illustrated in Pig. 28.
*•

To look at the 2.62 MeV Y -ray from ThC with the same

amplifier setting it was necessary to use the bias control at



Pig. 28. and Co^ Y-ray Spectra.
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the input of the analyser and. examine the spectrum in steps#

If the parts of the spectrum fit together accurately this shows

that the channel widths throughout the analyser are equal.

Fig. 29 shows the spectrum of pulses from the 2.62 MeV

X -ray from ThC". The higher energy part of the spectrtsn

was examined first and the points indicated by circles in Fig, 29,

resulted. The bias at the input of the analyser was then reduced

by the equivalent of 14 channels and the lower energy part of

the spectrum was obtained. The results are indicated by crosses

in Fig. 29. In the part of the spectrum for which two sets of

results were obtained there is excellent agreement between

the two sets of results, except for the bottom three points of

the first set. It appears that these three channels are not as

reliable as the rest of the analyser. The energy calibration

again Indicates that the analyser has a linear response.

From these tests it can be seen that the top 25 channels

of the JO-channel pulse-height analyser behave very well. The

next three channels are not quite as reliable and the bottom two

channels are rather meaningless. The response of the analyser

is lineal- and its stability is good.



Pi£»29•^iCr'Y-raySpectioan.
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CHAEEER 8

SCALING CUTOUTS ERV.SLOEED FROM PASTS OF

SHE lQ-Qms2ZL KTLSE-HEIGKg ANALYSER

In designing any large and complex piece of equipment it is

quite common to find that some of its component parts have other

uses or that the concepts used have other applications. The

scalers used, as the display of the 30-channel pulse-height

analyser do not require much modification to make them into

general purpose dekatron scalers, and the ring scaling circuits

which are used to select channels in the analyser may form the

basis for a faster transistorised scaler.

8.1 A Deltatron Scaler In-ploying Transistorised Drive Circuits

(25)
A description of this scaler has been published ' so only

a very brief outline -will be given here. The scaler has two

dekatron stages followed by a mechanical register; its circuit

is shovaa in Pig. 30.

The dekatrons are driven by blocking oscillator circuits similar

to those used in the 30-channel pulse-height analyser, and the

mechanical register is operated by a monostable circuit recommended

by Sodeco, who make the mechanical register.

The first scaler of this design was built years ago and

is still giving trouble-free service. This is a tribute to

the reliability of transistors and correctly driven dekatron tubes.

Several other scalers have been made using the seme design, and

have all behaved admirably. A photograph of one of these scalers

is shown in Hate II,



fig.30.TransistorisedDekatronScaler.
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Hate II.

Hie Transistorised Dekatron Scaler.
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8.2 A Suggestion for a 1 Mc/s Scaler

It appears that It should he possible to make a fast decade

scaler by preceding a ring-of-five scaling circuit, similar to

the one used in the 30-charmsl pulse-height analyser, by a biraiy

stage. To make a 1 Mc/s scaler, the binary stage would have

to be able to count at 1 Mc/s and the ring-of-five at 500 Ke/s.
A binary stage which is capable of counting faster than

1 Mc/s has been built and tested, but the ring-of-five in the

form used in the 30-charmel analyser will only count up to speeds

around 250 Kc/s. Improvements on this performance should be

possible, maybe by using transformer coupling between the stages

of the ring instead of the present eapacitative coupling.

Most transistorised scaling circuits use a meter to indicate

the state of the circuit. The meter is usually the most delicate

part of the instrument and probably the most expensive single

component. A method of indicating the state of a circuit with

6V 0.1 A incandescent filament lamps has been developed. This

method of indication is used with the 1 Mc/s binary stage, the

circuit of which is shown in Fig. 31. The same method of

indication can be used with a ring scaling circuit.
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Pig, 31. A 1 Ito/s Binary Element.
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CHAPTER 9

THE fflERGT LEVELS OF BOPON 10

Many experiments have been performed to gain information about
the energy levels of light nuclei and Boron10 has not been neglected.

10
The low lying levels (below 4 MeV) of B have been studied in various

ways but, in spite of this, there is still some uncertainty not only

about the properties of some of the levels but even about their

existence. It is generally agreed that there are levels in B10
at 0.72, 1.74, 2.15, and 5.58 MeV; in addition levels have been

reported at 0.39, 1.3 end 2,86 MeV. Some reactions leading to

B10 appear to yield evidence for one or more of these three levels;

other reactions yield evidence for only those levels about which there

is general agreement. Even with the same reaction seme workers have

found evidence supporting one or mare of the additional levels, while

others favour only the generally accepted ones.

The energy levels and spin® of those states of E10 which have the
/ I c\

same parity as the ground state have been calculated by Kurathv

assuming a two-body interaction and an intermediate strength of spin-

orbit coupling. The results for the first four excited states agree

well with the experimental results for the well established levels,

but there is no suggestion of additional levels.

Hie reactions which have been used to study the level structure

of B10 are Li6(«,Y)B10, Li7(^,n)B10f M7(li6,t)B10, Be9(p,X)B10,
Be9(d,n)B10, Be9(He3,d)B10, B^p.p'jB10*, B10(n, n^B10*, ,

B10(<*,*l)B10*, C1°^+)B10, B11(Y,n)B10, B11(p,d)B10, B11(d,t)B10,
C^Cdj^B10, ,°0B10. Hie results of most of these experiments

are summarised by Ajzenberg-Selove and Laurltsen^^ ; their summary
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shows that only two of these reactions appear to yield evidence for
10

any of the three low lying levels of B about which there is

disagreement. These are the reactions Li^(o<#n)B*0 and Be^(d,n)B^.
9.1 Evidence about a 0.59 MeV level in B^

The only evidence for a 0.39 MeV level in B10 canes from the

M^(<^#n)B1° reaction. Herailov and Plsarevskii^2^ studied the

X-raya from a Bo-Id. neutron source and observed V-rays of energy

0.39, 0.47, and 0.8 MeV. The 0.8 ^-ray comes from the decay
210

of BcT and the 0.4? IMP ^-ray from inelastic scattering of
7

-particles by Id , They found the 0.39 MeV tf-ray to be in

coincidence with neutrons from the source and so interpreted their

results as evidence for the reaction Li"^(<*,n)B^ giving rise to a

level In B10 at 0.39 MeV.
(27)

Breen and Herav MM also studied the V-rays from a Bo-Li

neutron source. They found only two V-rays, the 0.8 MeV line from

fH ' and the 0.48 MeV line from )Li^ , More recently

Galloway^^ has repeated the work of Nemilov and Pisa revskiif and

failed to find any evidence for n-X coincidences from a Po-Li source.

Also the experiments on Li~^(<k#n)B''0 by Haxel and Stuhlinger^2^, by
(30) (31)

Bobbinsw and by Bichsel and Bonnerv give no indication of a

neutron threshold corresponding to a 0.39 MeV level in B10,

9.2 Evidence about a 1.3 MeV level in B1°
The first evidence for a 1.3 MeV level in B10 came in 1939 from

(29)
an experiment by Haxel and Stuhlinger . They used boron loaded

counters to detect neutrons from the Li^(c*,n)B10 reaction and found
10

the threshold o(-particle energies for the production of B in its

ground state and first three excited states. The excitation

energies of the first three levels were found to be 0.77, 1.31 and

2.09 MeV.
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( 50)
In 1955 Bobbins ' used a proton recoil telescope to obtain

the energy spectrum of neutrons from Li^(<*!,n)B^0 and also determined

the reaction threshold for each of the first three excited states,

using a BF, counter to detect the neutrons. He gives the excitation
3

energies for the three levels as 0,74, 1.31 and 1,72 MeV.
(32)

More recently Kjellman et al have studied this reaction

using higher energy ^-particles. They used a time-of-flight method

to measure the neutron energies and found neutron groups corresponding

to the ground state and four excited states of B1®. They found no

evidence for a level at 1,3 MeV and gave the first four excited levels

of B10 as 0.72, 1,74, 2.15 and 3.58 MeV.

Evidence for a level at about 1.3 MeV has been obtained also by
(33)

Genin from a nuclear emulsion study of the neutrons from

Be^(d,n)B1®, and Galloway and Sillitto^"^, after studying the

spectrum of X-rays from this reaction, suggest that some minor

discrepancies in their results might be removed if a level at about

1.25 MeV were excited in the Be^(d,n)B^ reaction. Other workers

who have observed the neutrons and X-rays from this reaction have

not found any indication of the existence of this level,

•10
9.3 Evidence about a 2,86 MeV level in B

All the evidence in favour of a 2,86 MeV level in comes

from the Be^(d,n)B^° reaction. Dyer and Bird^^ used nuclear

emulsions to study the neutrons emitted in this reaction, and found

a group of neutrons corresponding to a level in at 2.85 MeV,

Reidv , using a recoil proton telescope, obtained a spectrum
(33)

showing neutrons corresponding to a level at 2.88 MeV, and Genin ,

using nuclear emulsions, found a neutron group corresponding to a
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level at 2.95 MeV in B^. Similar experiments By A jzeriberg^"^ ,

by Pruitt et al^^\ and by Green et *1^^ give no indication

of a level near 2,86 MeV, Galloway and Sillitto' have pointed

out that the experiments which yield evidence for a level near

2,86 MeV were all performed using deuteron energies of less than

800 KeV while those which yield no evidence for the level were

carried out with higher deuteron energies. It can also be pointed

out that the experiments which show the presence of this level were

all performed using thick targets so that a considerable fraction

of the deuterons would be of rather low energy when the reaction

took place,

A straightforward study of the spectrum of K-rays from
Q 10

Be (d,n)B can itself give no evidence for or against the existence

of a 2,86 MeV level. Also the results of the tf-V coincidence

(37)
experiment carried out by Shafroth and Hanna do not yield any

( 32,)
clear evidence for or against this level. Galloway and Sillitto

however, studied the X-oascades which were likely to give evidence

about the existence of a 2,86 MeV level much more thoroughly than

did Shafroth and Hanna, and interpret the coincidence spectra

which they obtained as providing evidence in favour of this level's

existenee.

9.4 Ihe Present Investigation

Pig. 32 shows the spectrum of V-rays from the reaction

Be^(d,n)B10 obtained by Galloway and Sillitto^4^ using a sodium

iodide scintillation spectrometer. In the valley just below the

1.43 MeV photo-peak the observed points are seen to lie above the



Pig. 32. B10 Y-ray Spectrum (Galloway and Sillitto^^.
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solid line which is the sum of the estimated effects from single

energy X-rays. A careful analysis of a X-ray spectrum obtained

under conditions similar to those of Galloway and Sillitto's

oxpex-iment is carried out in the hope of determining whether this
10

discrepancy is caused by a 1,3 MeV level in B being excited in

this reaction, or whether there is some other explanation for it.

The line shapes for monoenergetic X-rays, which Galloway

and Sillitto used when analysing their X-ray spectrum, were

estimated from known line shapes associated with the 0,66 MeV

X-ray from os1 y, the 1,17 MeV X-ray from Co^° (obtained from a

coincidence spectrum), and the 2,62 MeV X-ray from The ,

Unfortunately these do not quite cover the range of -ray energies

encountered in the reaction} also the low energy part of the

pulse-height distribution from the 2,62 MeV X-ray cannot be observed

very accurately, because a number of lower energy X-rays are also

emitted by the source. In the present experiment the pulse-height

distributions from a variety of monoen ergotic X-rays were investigated

and a method of interpolation was developed which gives the line shape

for any monoenergetic X-ray with energy in the range from about

0,6 to 4,4 MeV,



CHAPTER 10.

THE HJLBE-HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

FROM EgNaJfrTBGETIC Y-RATS

The Y-rays from various sources were detected by a scintil¬

lation counter which consisted of a Eal(Tl) crystal, 1« inches in

diameter by 1 inch long, mounted on en E.M.I. type 6262B 14-stage
th

photomultiplier. The pulses from the 9 dynode of the photo-

rnultiplier were amplified by a type 1008 amplifier, with its

differentiation time constant set at 1.5yusec. and its integration
time constant at 0.15yusec., and passed on to the 30-chamel pulse-
height analyser for analysis. The S.H.T. voltage for the photo-

multiplier was taken from an Isotope Developments type 532/B power

unit, and was set at 1,275 volts, since with this E.H.T. voltage

the scintillation spectrometer gave its best resolution. The

attenuator setting on the 1008 amplifier was chosen as 10 db so

that the pulses arising from the detection of 4.43 MeV Y-rays

from a lb-Be neutron source were as large as was possible without

over-loading the amplifier. The attenuator at the input of the

30-channel pulse-height analyser was then set so that the 30-channels

covered a range of pulse-heights corresponding to a Y -ray energy

range of about 1 MeV.

When the analyser's bias control was at its minimum setting
1 ^7

the photo-peak of the 0.66 iieV Y-rays from Cs was recorded in

the bottom few channels of the analyser and the 1.33 ^eV peak from
60

Co -rays near the top. With a bias control setting equivalent

to about 90 channel widths tire photo-peak of the 4.43 MeV Y -rays

from the Bo-Be neutron source was observed.
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With the apparatus set up in this way, the 30-chasmel pulse-

height analyser was used to investigate the pulse-height distri¬

butions from jHonocaaergetio Y -rays using X -ray sources which

were known to emit only a single energy of X-ray in the energy

ranges where this is possible, end using sources which emit a

limited number of energies of 7 -ray to cover the remainder of

the energy range up to 4.45 MeV.

10.1 Sources of Y -rays

The 0.66 MeV 7-ray from Cs^~^
1 V7

0s emits monoenergetic. X-rays of energy 0,66 MeV,

The pulse-height distribution above 0,5 MeV resulting from the
37

detection of X-rays from a 1 mC Cs source, placed about

4 ft. 6 ins, from the counter, is shown in Pig, 35. The

distribution is normalised to give an intensity of 10 counts on

the /-ray's photo-peak.

The 0,8 MeV 7-ray from

The source used to provide these X-rays was a 5 mC mixture
210

of Bo" and lithium carbonate. This source also emits 0.47 Me?

If -rays (from Lj7( c>< , c/)Li1 ) but the pulse-height distribution

above 0.55 Me? is almost entirely due to the 0.8 MeV /-rays
210

from Bo , The source was placed very close to the counter and

even then the counting rate was sufficiently low to make necessary

a correction for electrical noise. The pulse-height distribution

for the 0,8 Me? /-ray, corrected for noise and normalised to

give a photo-peak intensity of 10 counts, is shown in Pig. 34.

The 1.28 MeV Z -ray from Ma"*^
22

A 200yuG Na source was placed about 3 ft. away from the
counter. Z -rays of two energies are emitted, 0.51 MeV and
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Fig. 35. The Line Shape for 1.28 MeV Y-rays from Na .
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1.28 MeV. Above 0.6 MeV the pulse-height distribution is almost

entirely due to the 1.28 MeV if-rays. The normalisec. pulse-

height distribution from these X -rays is shown in Fig. 35.

60
The 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV Y -rays from Co

60
A 1CyuC Co source placed about 1 inch froet the counter

was used. The resulting pul3e-height distribution is shown in
op

Fig. 36. The line shape for the 1.28 MeV Na V-ray was used.

as a guide to estimate the pulse-height distribution for each
60 v

of the two components of the Go T -ray spectrum, enabling the

pulse-height distribution of Fig. 36. to be analysed into its

component parts. The normalised pulse-height distribution

from the 1.17 MeV Oo^° Y -rays is shown in Fig. 37? the line

shape for the 1.33 MeV Y -rays in Fig. 38. The distribution

curves for these two Y -rays show that the higher energy peak

is slightly broader than the lower one and that the contribution

from Compton scattering is more intense for the higher energy

V -ray.

The 1.38 MeV and 2.75 MeV Y-rays from Na24
Pit

The Na source was prepared by bombarding a sodium bromide

target with deuterons tram the Department's H.T. set, the K&24
being formed by the reaction Na2^(d, p)Ka^". The Na24 source

was placed about 1 inch from the counter; the resulting pulse-

height distribution is shown in Fig. 39. The 1.28 MeV Y -ray

22
line shape (from Ha ) was used as an indication of the shape of

the contribution from 1.38 MeV Y-rays and the pulse-height

distribution of Fig. 39 was analysed to obtain the line shapes

for the two Y-ray energies involved. The line shape for the

1.38 MeV Y -ray is shown in Fig. 2)0 j its peak is slightly

broader than thai of the 1 .28 MeV Na^2 Y -ray and Compter
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scattering gives a greater contribution for the 1.38 SfeV V-ray

than for the 1.28 MeV Y -ray. She 2.75 MeV Y-ray line shape

is shown in Pig. 41. At this higher energy pair production gives

a considerable contribution to the pulse-helg1 t distribution.

The 2.37 MeV Y -rays from G12 (p. Y)K13
500 KeV protons from the Department's H.'i. set were used to

bombard a carbon target formed by holding a piece of brass in a

smokey flame from a bunsen burner# The 2.37 MeV Y -rays from
12 *13

the resonance in the reaction 0 (pf Y)N (proton resonance

bcrnbarding energy 457 KeV) -were detected by the cornier mounted

about 3 inches away from the target# G.51 MeY Y -rays are

also emitted from the target (annihilation radiation following

the decay of N13 by positron emission) but the presence of these

annihilation Y -rays has very little effect on the pulse-height

distribution above 0.6 MeY# The counting rate was rather low

making a noise correction necessary. The pulse-height distribution

from the 2.37 MeV Y-rays, corrected for noise and normalised,

is shown in Pig. 42.

The 2,62 MeY Y -ray from ThO"

The source used was a mixture of ThB and ThC. The 2.62 MeV

Y -ray from the decay of ThC" is the highest energy If -ray to

be emitted by the source, and the prise-height distribution above

1.3 MeV is almost entirely due to this Y -ray# Y -rays of seven

energies between 0.5 MeV and 1.1 MeV are emitted by the source,

so the low energy part of the pulse-height distribution from the

2.62 MeV If -rays cannot be estimated very accurately without

performing a rather complicated analysis. Hie normalised pulse-

height distribution (above 1.3 MoV) for the 2.62 MeY Y -rays is

shown in Pig. 43.
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The 4.43 IfleV Y -ray from Be"(*' . n)C*"~
A 50 mC lb-Be neutron souitie, placed about 1-g- inches frcsa

the counter, was used to provide these Y -rays, which cone from
12

the decay of the first excited state of 0 . The only otherr 2i 0
-rays from, this source are the 0.8 MeV « -rays from lb" .

As the line shape for the 0.8 WeV Y -rays was already known, their

contribution was subtracted from the observed pulse-height dis¬

tribution and the regaining component, due to 4.A3 MeV Y -ray»g

is shown in Pig. 14.

10.2 Line Shapes with the Source inside the Target Holder

If the line shapes which have been observed are to be useful

in analysing a Y -ray spectrum obtained from a nuclear reaction

using the H.T. set, the effect of the target holder on the shape

of the Y-ray lines must be investigated. That there is an

effect can be seen by ccanparlng the 2,37 MeV line shape with the

line-shape for 2.75 MeV Y -rays. The source was not inside

the target holder when the 2.75 Mel' line shape was determined}

the 2.37 MeV Y-rays come fron the C1t~(p, X )N1^ reaction, which

used the H.T. set, and so originate from inside the target holder.

It can be seen that the intensity of the pulse-height distribution

frcra 2.37 MeV Y -rays rises more rapidly at low energies than

does that from 2.75 MeV Y -rays. This is consistent with the

idea that many of the pulses in the low energy tail of a distribution

are caused by Y -rays being scattered, into the counter by any

material near to it.

The effects of the target holder on the pulse-height

distributions for the Y -rays from Na^ and Be^( tJ-, n)C12 were

investigated since these sources were of suitable strength to be
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used with the counter in the s8me position as for studying reactions

which involve the use of the H.T. set, Ihe normalised line shapes

for the individual energies of Y -rays from these sources were

determined with the sources inside the target holder. These are

shown in Figs, 45-47 with line shapes obtained with the sources

outside the target holder shown dotted for comparison. The

differences between the line shapes obtained under the two different

sets of conditions only become large below the lower escape peaks

of the Miner energy Y -rays and there is hardly any difference

for the 1.38 MeV Na24 V -ray.

10.3 A Method or Interpolating Line Shapes

ihe way in which the pulse-height distribution for mono-

energetic Y -rays changes with Y -ray energy can be seen

qualitatively by looking at the line shapes in Figs. 33-44, tut

to determine the line shape far any energy of Y -rey with

reasonable certainty, a method of interpolation is needed.
C ^8}

Kordhagen describes a method in which the number of counts

at "prominent points" in the pulse-height distributions from known

Y -rays rela tive tc the number of counts in the full energy peak

are plotted as functions of the respective Y-ray energies. A

technique similar to this was used in the present experiment to

enable the line shape for any f -ray energy in the range 0 6 to

4.5 MeV to be determined.

On each of the single energy line shapes the intensity

relative to the photo-peak intensity was noted at 0.1 MeV intervals

from 0.2 MeV above the photo-peak down to 1.2 MeV below the

photo-peak. These observations were plotted as functions of Y-ray

energy to give the fourteen curves of Fig. 48. Using these curves
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the line shape for any energy of f -ray in the range investigated

can he constructed "by simply reading off the relative intensity

at points 0,1 and 0,2 MeV above the photopeak and at 0,1 MeV

intervals down to 1 *2 MeV below the photo-peak. This gives the

shape of the pulse-heig^it distribution over the photo-peak, the

Oomptori peak and the two escape peaks. Below the lower escape

peak the line shapes become very dependent on the amount of

material near the counter, and only three of the observed single

energy line shapes for which this would be important were obtained

with the t -ray source in the H.T. set's targer holder. Since

two of these If -ray sources, C^(p, Y )N^ and emit % -rays

with similar energies interpolation curves for the low energy pert

of the pulse-height distributions would not be very accurate.

Because of this interpolation curves were not plotted for the low

energy parts of the distributions, but the line shapes can be

estimated fairly reliably from the 2.37, 2.75 end 4.43

distributions, since the features of the low energy tail do not

change very quickly with energy.
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CHAPTER 11.

THE SPBgHTOM CP X -RAYS FROM Be9(d, n)B1°

The spectrum of K-rays observed from the reaction

Be^(d, with a deuteron bombarding energy of 600 KeV,

extends from 0.41 MeV to 3.58 MeV. The spectrum, above 0.5 MeV

in energy, was observed with the gain of the analysing apparatus

set in the manner described at the beginning of Chapter 10.

It was obtained in six overlapping parts, each part covering an

energy-range of about 1 MeV, which were then fitted together

to give the required spectrum. The lower-energy part of the

spectrum was obtained with a higher amplifier-gain setting, the

energy range from 0.3 MeV to 0.8 MeV being covered in two steps.

600 KeV deuterons from the Department's H.T. set were used

to bombard a thick beryllium target in the form of a metal disc.

A deuteron current of about 0,05^uA was used, and the ¥ -rays
were detected by the scintillation counter mounted about 8 cm.

from the target. Since the deuteron current could not be kept

absolutely steady during the experiment, the time taken to record

the data for each peart of the spectrum was determined by counting

the total number of pulses from the scintillation counter; the

time to record each part of the spectrum was the time required
6

for a monitor scaler to count 10 pulses. This time varied tar

the individual ports of tire spectrum between 55 and 70 minutes.

Before each r-un the no±se+spectrum from the counter was checked

for 1 hour, and immediately afterwards the noise check was

repeated, counting for 15 minutes, to enable an accurate estimate

of the contribution of background pulses to the spectrum to be made.
t Tk«. V(4 to rvoftfl'A <J| J>iaIs££ *sl\itl\ cic net 41 r"COv^ Hu

to tke. «trw

Ij^cJgOrCVWwA. Y - -CA.AvCs.'KaVN . Jt \<> CX. fMM .
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Since the noise level after a run was always considerably

higgler than before it, it was decided that the si* individual

parts of the spectran should be observed on different days.

It is a tribute to the long term stability of all the apparatus,

that no changes of gain were noticed during the 6 days ir. which

the data for the spectrum were obtained.

Each of the individual parts of the spectrum was corrected

for noise (i.e. the estimated contribution from background pulses

was subtracted from the observed pulse-height oistribution,

the shape of the noise spectrum being determined from the 1 hour's

observation carried out before each run and the noise intensity

from the 15 minute count carried out after each run); the lowest

energy portion of the spectrum was also corrected for counting

losses caused by the ^-channel analyser's 3&0yusec. dead time.
The sis parts of the spectrum were fitted together, the positions

of peaks in the overlapping parts of the spectrum being used to

indicate the amount of overlap which would make the parts fit

together correctly. Since the energy associated with each of the

peaks was known, it was possible to associate an energy with

each point of the spectrum. Pig. 49 shows the observed points

(circled) plotted in terms of their associated energy. The

line shapes appropriate to V-rays of energy 0.72, 1.02, 1.43,

2.15, 2.86, 3.37 and 3*58 MeY were drawn (dotted curves in

Fig* 49) using the interpolation curves of Pig. 48 ana their

intensities were adjusted until the curve obtained by adding

then together (full line in Pig. 49) agreed as well as possible

with the observed points. While the pulse-height distribution



Fig. 49 . The Spectrum of Y -rays of energy greater than 0.5 MeV
from Be^(d, n)B^.
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indicated "by the observed points looks very much the same as

that obtained by Galloway and Sillitto, it can be seen that

in this experiment the agreement in the valley near 1.3 MeV is

as good as at any other part of the spectrum, so the discrepancy

of Galloway and Sillitto's experiment appears to result from

the use of inaccurate line shapes, rather than from the presence

of a 1.3 MeV V -ray.

The lower-energy part of the V -ray spectrum (0.3 - 0.8 MeV)
was investigated in a similar way, the gain of the type 1008

amplifier being increased by 8 db so that the required energy

range could be covered in two steps. The V -rays which

appear in this lor; energy part of the spectrum have energies

of 0.41, O.48 and 0,72 MeV. Line shapes appropriate to these

energies were estimated from the pulse-height distributions

for 0.66 MeV Y-rays (from Cs1^) and 0,51 MeV Y-rays (anni¬

hilation radiation following K1^(yg + )C^) which are shown in
Pigs, 50 and 51 • (©lis method has to be used for the lower-energy

part of the spectrum because the interpolation curves do not

cover this energy range). The low-energy part of the
Q -JQBe'/(d, n)B Y -ray spectrum is shown in Pig. 52. The observed

points are circled, the line shapes for individual Y -rays are

dotted and the solid line gives the sura of the individual

contributions•

11,1 The Decay Scheme

The spectra of Figs. 49 and 52 show all the expected ft"-rays
from B10 (viz. 0.41, 0.72, 1.02, 1.43, 2.15, 2.86 and 3.58 MeV)j
in addition Pig. 52 shows the O.48 MeV Y -ray from Be^(d,®0Li^
and Pig, 49 shows the 3.37 MeV ^ -ray from Be^(d, p)Be1^.
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The relative Intensities of the Y -rays were found by

measuring the area under the full energy peak for eaoh of the

Y -rays and correcting for the variation of the scintillation

counter's detection efficiency with V-ray energy, using photo-

peak efficiencies interpolated from the data given by Miller and
{ 39>

Srsovr for a Kal crystal 1 inch in diameter and 1 inch long

10 cm. from the source, and by Lasar et al^^ for a 1^ inches

by 1 inch crystal 7 cm. from the source. (As has been mentioned,

the crystal used in the present experiment is 1^ inches by 1 inch

and. was about 6 cm. from the target). Fig. 53 shows the valuation

of photo-peak efficiency with Y -ray energy.

v 10The relative intensities of the J-rays from B as observed

in this experiment are given in the second column of the table

shown below; they can be compared with the relative intensities

calculated by Galloway and Sillitto, which are given in the fourth

column of the table, and with the relative intensities from their

proposed decay scheme, which are given in the fifth column, She

third column of the table gives the relative intensities in a decay

scheme proposed as a result of the present experimental investigation.

Y -ray Relative Intensity %

Energy

IfeY

Observed
(Present
Experiment)

Decay Scheme
(Present
Experiment)

Observed
(Galloway and
Sillitto)

Decay Scheme
(Galloway and
Sillitto)

3.58 3 * 1 3 3 - 1 2

2.86 11-2 10 12 i 3 9

2.15 6 — 1 5
4

4 - 1 4

1.43 5 - 1 6 11-3 8

1.02 14-2 16 20 i 5 16

0.72 57 - «: 53 42-10 50, 48
0.41 5 i 1 6

Jjm
7-2 9
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Comparison of these results shows them to be in good agreement

except about the intensity of the 1.43 MeV and 0.41 MeV Y -rays.

The present investigation indicates that these should be less

intense than was thought by Galloway and Sillitto.

If line-shapes similar to the ones employed in the present

experiment were used to analyse Galloway and Sillitto's coincidence

spectra, one would expect to obtain relative intensities which

agree broadly with the values which they quote, except perhaps for

the 0,41 MeV X-ray in the spectrum in coincidence with 0,72 MeV

X -rays. A relative intensity of about 20-10$ might be

expected for this Y-r&y, rather than the 26-13$ quoted by

Galloway and Sillitto, since the effect of the rising low energy

tail from higher-energy Y -rays would be most noticable in this

region of the spectrum. The value of 9$ for the relative

intensity of the 0.41 MeV X-rays in their decay scheme was chosen

by Galloway and Sillitto to agree with the observed 26$ relative

intensity in their coincidence spectrum. The present experiment

indicates a maximum value of about 6?c for the relative intensity

of the 0,41 MeV Y-ray in an ungated spectrum, which -would lead

to a relative intensity of about 18$ in the spectrum in coincidence

with 0.72 MeV Y -rayaj this is in good agreement with the 20$

suggested above.

While a detailed discussion of a decay scheme cannot be

undertaken on the basis of the present experimental results, -there

are some points which can be discussed. The branching ratio for

the decay of the 2,15 MeV level has been measured by Sprenkel

and Daughtry^1 ^. Ihey give the relative intensities of the

2.15, 1.43 and 0.41 MeV V -rays from the decay of this level as
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16$>, 29% and 59f- respectively. Since ell the observed 0.41 MeV

X -rays must arise from transitions from the 2.15 MeV level to

1iie 1.74 MsV level, this branching ratio indicates what fractions

of Hie 2.15 MeV and 1.43 MeV Y-rays arise from the decay of the

2.15 MeV level. As about 6$ of the observed Y -rays have

0.41 MeV energy, the relative intensity of 2.15 MeV Y-rays from

the decay of this level is about 2$ and of the 1.43 MeV Y -rays

is about 5$, showing that about half the 1.43 MeV Y -rays must

arise from transitions from the 3.58 MeV level to the 2,15 MeV

level and about three fifths of the 2.15 MeV Y-rays cannot be

associated with the decay of the 2.15 MeV level. The 2.15 MeV

Y -rays can only be fitted into the decay scheme if a level at

2.86 MeV existsj they can then arise from transitions from the

2.86 MeV level to the level at 0.72 MeV.

Having established that a 2.86 MeV level must exist, the

question now arises of how to divide the observed 2.86 MeV

Y -rays between their two possible sources (transitions from the

2.86 MeV level to the ground state and transitions from the

3.58 MeV level to the level at 0,72 MeV). As Galloway and

SiHitto* s experiment is the only one which gives information on

this point, the manner in which they divide the 2.86 MeV Y-rays
between these two sources is followed. The decay scheme which

results is shown in Fig. 54a, while the decay scheme proposed by

Galloway and Sillitto appears in Fig, 548.

The validity of the arguments used by Galloway and Sillitto
10

in support of a 2,86 MeV level in B is unaltered by the fairly

minor modifications indicated by the present experiment, and if

the branching ratio for the decay of the 2.15 MeV level, as

measured by Sprenkel and Daughtry, is to be believed, the present
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10
experimental results can only be interpreted in terms of a B

decay scheme which includes a level at 2.86 Me?.

11.2 Suggestions for further experiments on Be^(d. n)B10
The most direct evidence for or against a 2.86 MeV level in

10
B is to he obtained from the neutron spectrum from this reaction.

The neutron spectra which gave the original evidence in favour of

this level all suffered from rather poor statistics. It would

appear that a neutron spectrum with good resolution and of much
(33)

better statistical significance than those of Genin , Iyer

and Bird^*^ or Reid^~^ is desirable. At the moment the

preliminary work on an experiment to obtain a good neutron

spectrum, using a time-of-flight technique to measure the neutron

energies, is in progress. If this experiment is successful,

n - Y coincidence experiments may be attempted to determine the

branching ratio for "the decay of the 3«58 MeV level and also the

2,86 MeV level, should this level be observed.
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CHAPTER 12.

A PROPOSED INITSTIGATIQR OF THE PROPERTIES

OF THE 6.98 MeV LEVEL IN CiEBOK 11

A level in at about 8.98 MeV has been reported by

Johnson^ by Cerineo^^ and by Graue and Trumpy^^ after

studying the neutron groups from Bi0(d, n)C11. Nothing is know*

of the properties of this level and there is no report of any

attempt to look for a proton resonance corresponding to the

formation of the level when B*® is bombarded with protons.

It is proposed to look for the proton resonance, which should

occur at a proton energy of about 310 KeV, and if the resonance

is observed, to investigate the deoey of the 8.98 MeV level of C1^.
The level could decay by Y "ray emission either directly to the

11
ground state or through lower lying levels in C , or it could

decay by the emission of an ot -particle to form Be^ either in

its ground state or first excited state.
11

If the resonance is observed and the 8.98 MeV level of G

decays by V-ray emission, the Y -ray spectrum could cover an

energy-range of about 9 MeV and so would have to be investigated

with a large Nal scintillator and examined In several parts by

the JO-channe! analyser. In order to obtain the data for all

the parts at the same time, and. so under the same conditions, the

pulses from the scintillation counter could be recorded on magnetic

tape using the laboratory*s Marshall Type MRR 203 tape recorder,

and then played back into the 30-channel analyser several times

to enable the analysis to cover the complete energy-range. The

ISFR 203 tape recorder has two channels and so could also be of
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use if coincidence techniques are required to gain information

about the way in which the level decays.

If the level decays by <x -emission semiconductor detectors

might be used to investigate the el -particle spectrum.

Before attempting an experiment of this kind a few technical

problems have to be solved. At the moment the H.T. set does not

supply a sufficiently stable voltage to keep the proton energy

constant at -the resonance level, but a stabilising unit is due

to be fitted in the near future. Also the use of the tape

recorder is not quite straightforward, as it requires negative

input pulses with rise times of about 2^usee. whereas the type
1008 amplifiers are intended to give positive output pulses which

normally have rise times of less than 1yusec. Feeding pulses
from the tape recorder to the analyser also presents a problem,

as the output pulses from the tape recorder are negative and

have rise times between 2 and fyusec. depending on their size.
She analyser is designed to accept positive pulses and the gate

at the input to the analyser remains open for only about 2^fusec.
after accepting a pulse, so even if the sign of the pulses from

the tape recorder were changed only part of each pulse would be

accepted by the analyser before the gate closed.

She work described in this thesis has been of two types,

transistor electronics and nuclear physics. This outline of

work planned for the future shows that it too can be divided

into these two categories.
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Apmmix

THE ACCURACY OF THE ISBEBIHEM1 gf X-RAYS FROM Be9(d.n)B1°

The accuracy will "be considered in two parts. Firstly the

accuracy of measuring the relative intensities of the B10 If-rays

will be considered and secondly the accuracy of interpreting these

results in terms of a decay scheme will be discussed,

10
The Relative Intensities of the B y -raya

The first factor which affects the measurement of the relative

intensities of the Y-rays is the statistical accuracy of the actual

observations; the second factor is the accuracy with which the

contribution from background pulses (noise) can be assessed.

Since the intensity of the background contribution increased during

a run its magnitude cannot be estimated very accurately; errors of

about 2*0-' of the estimated background intensity are possible.

The error bars on. figs. 49 and 52 indicate the accuracy of the

observed points after the background correction has been made.

The next point to be considered is the accuracy of the

synthesis carried out on the spectra in figs. 49 and 52. For the

moment it will be assumed that the line shapes for moroenergetic

Y-rays are accurately known. The synthesis is perfaimed by fitting

each photo-peak in turn, starting at the high energy end of the

spectrum, so the accuracy of the height of each photo-peak is deter¬

mined by combining the uncertainty in the number of counts in the

neighbourhood of the peak concerned with the uncertainty in the

magnitude of the contribution from higher energy Y-r&js. The heights

Of the thoto-T>ea.ks of the various Y-rays are shown in the second

column of the table cm page (ii).



If-ray Energy(MeV;

Hioto-Peak Height

Are® under Photo-Beak
Photo-Peak Efficiency

Observed Relative Intensities
MassAbs. Coeff.ofBe (cv£/R)

Massflks. Ooeff.ofCu (cm2/*)

Corrected Relative Intensities
Relative Intensities f

3.58

140£10

134-11

0.012£0.001
112£16

0.028

0.034

118£17

3-1

3.37

600£30

'«■»

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.86

980£70

838£67

0.017£0.002
493*69

0.032

O.O36

526£75

11£2

2.15

800-80

644-71

0.026£0.003
248£37

0.038

0.040

263£39

6£1

1.43

1900-130
1035-83

0.046£0.005
225£30

0.047

0.049

241-33

5£1

1.02

8600-420
4480£36O

0.076£0.008
589-77

0.056

0.054

642£85

14£2

0.72

'67000-640 k6000-120
31430£1000 2018£80

0.129£0.013
2436£270
0.066

0.070

2704£310

57£8

0.48

2750-140

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.41

11500-125
366£35 5700£630

0.295£0.030
193£33

0.085

0.094

222£38

5£1
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The intensity of a particular monoenergetic group of Y-rays is

not aeteara&ned simply from the height of the photo-peak, but rattier

from the area under it, since statistical fluctuations broaden the

photo-peaks by different amounts for different Y-ray energies. The

area under each photo-peak was measured to an accuracy of about 3%*

This measuring, accuracy combined with the possible valuation of
yho+o-jeak height ^ivcs ite accuracy of iie area under cacK
photo-peak. 'fhe results are shown in the third column of the

table on page (ii).
To obtain the relative intensities of the observed V-rays these

areas have to be divided by the photo-peak efficiencies for the

respective Y-r&y energies. The photo-peak efficiencies are found

from the graph in fig. 531 their accuracy, estimated from the "scatter"

of the points about the line, is about 10The photo-peak efficiencies

are given in the fourth column of the table and the relative intensi¬

ties, found dividing the area b} the corresponding efficiencies,

are given in the fifth column of the table.

The Y-rays from the reaction were observed in the forward

direction, so before arriving at the counter they passed through

the target and also through the walls of the target chamber.

Absorption occurs as the V-rays pass through these materials, the

amount of absorption being greater for low energy Y-rays than for
10

the higher energy radiation. The relative intensities of the B

-rays were adjusted to compensate for the variation of Y-ray absorp¬

tion with energy. {fees absorption coefficients for Be and Cu

(the absorption coefficient for copper applies fairly well for the

brass target holder) were taken from the data compiled by White^0^.
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The target thickness is about 1.5 mm. and "the thickness of the wall

of the target chamber is also about 1,5 mm. The corrected values

Of the relative Intensities are given in column eight of the table.

Hitherto it has been assumed that the line shapes for mono-

energetic V-rays are accurately known. The line shapes were

observed for a number of different fc-ray energies and the accuracy

of these measurements is indicated by the error bars on figs, 33 to

kit On moot of these curves the statistical accuracy of the points

around the photo-peaks is about 1 or 2 per cent, so the line shapes

which were actually observed can indeed be considered to be accuratalj'

known. Ideally all the line shapes should have been observed with

the Jf-ray sources inside the target holder and with the counter the

same distance from the source as it would be from the target in the
10

B experiment. Because of the variety of source strengths used,

this could only be done with a few of the sources. The observed

line shapes are therefore only approximations to the ones which

ought to be used. Pig. 55 shows the experimental arrangement used
10

to obtain the line shapes and also to perform the experiment on B j

the positions at which the sources were placed are indicated on the

drawing, and so is any material which might scatter the tf-rays.

The target holder has already been described in detail by
(51)

Galloway -who also gave a detailed description of the scintillation

spectrometer which was used in this experiment. It is estimated

that the line shapes used in the analysis of the B Y-ray spectrum

differ froia the ones which ought ideally to be used by less than

5 per cent, for y-rays with energy between 1.5 and 2.2 MeV and by

less than 3 P°r cent, for the rest of the tf-rays. Allowance was
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made for inaccuracies of about this size when the relative intensi-

10 s/
ties of the B o-reys were listed as percentages in column $ of

the table*

10
The B Decay Scheme

She observed X-rays have energies which can be fitted into

either a decay scheme which includes a 2.86 MeV level or one which

does not include such a level. The key factor in deciding which

decay scheme to adopt is the branching ratio for the decay of the

2.15 MeV level.

The X-rays which can arise from the decay of this level have

energies of 2.15. 1.43 end 0.41 MeV. The branching ratio quoted

by Ajzenberg-Selove and Lauritsen in their review of the properties

of light nuclei is 30:40:30, but the original work on which

this is based is not mentioned. The only direct measurement of

this branching ratio mentioned in the references given by

Ajzenberg-Selove and Lauritsen is that carried out by Clegg^
Q -}Q

who studied the 330 KeV resonance in Be (p,X)B which excites

B10 to a level at 6.88 MeV. This level decays through various

lower energy states, including the 2.15 MeV state, and the 2.15,

1.43 end 0.41 MeV X-rays which were observed are all said to come

frcsm the decay of the 2.15 MeV level. The relative intensities of

these X-rays give the branching ratio for the decay of the level.

It was found to be 42:28:30. If one were to accept either Clegg's

branching ratio or that given by A«} zenberg-Selove and Lauritsen,

the present experiment would indicate that all, or nearly all, of

the 1.43 MeV X-rays from Be (d,n)B arise from the decay of the

2.15 MeV state, a conclusion which is at variance with the
(37)

experimental evidence provided by Shaffroth and Hanna 1 and by
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Galloway and Sillitto^54^, that about half of the 1.43 MeV Ways
arise from transitions between the 3.58 and 2.15 MeV states.

The more recent work by Sprenkel and Daughtry^1 ^ gave the

branching ratio as 16:29:55. In their experiment the 7.56 MeV
10 9

level of B was excited by bombarding Be with 1.08 MeV protons.

The tf-ray spectrum in coincidence with the 5.41 MeV fr-rays which

feed the 2.15 MeV level was observed and so the branching ratio

for the decay of this level was found. Even more recently Grace
(5*>) 10

et al ' studying the tf-rays from proton bombardment of B found

this branching ratio to be 20:28:52,

Although these are the only direct measurements of this

branching ratio other recent work can be cited as supporting
( 5k)

Sprenkel and Daughtry's measurement. The work of Singh on

10
the V-rays from the 7.19 and 7.48 MeV states of B indicates

clearly that the 0.41 MeV V-ray is much more intense than either of

the other V-rays from the decay of the 2,15 MeV level , and the
(34)

decay scheme deduced by Galloway and Sillitto from their

coincidence experiment also indicates this. Galloway and Sillitto

deduce the branching, ratio as 19:25:56. Theoretical calculation
(55)

of the branching ratio carried out by Kurath ' using a shell

model with a variable strength of spin-orbit coupling, also shows

that the 0,41 MeV transition should be the strongest one. For

one value of the intermediate coupling parameter /K the ratio

is 7-g: 35'!: 57 arhich agrees fairly well with these recent experimental

measurements.

The value of branching ratio which Sprenkel and Daughtry

obtained is thought to be the best experimental value and it was
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used to Indicate that about three fifths of the 2.15 MeV Jf-rays

must arise from transitions; other than those between the 2.15 MeV

level and the ground state. This leads to the conclusion that a

10
2,86 MeV state exists in B .

In trying to assess the reliability of this conclusion one

may wonder by what amount the branching ratio could be changed from

that observed by Sprenkel and Daughtry and still lead to the same

conclusion. The largest ratio of the intensities of the 0,41 and

2.15 MeV tf-rays consistent with the present experimental results

is 1,2|1. This is therefore the largest value of this particular

component of the 2,15 MeV state*s branching ratio which could be

consistent with ell the observed 2.15 MeV tf-rays being associated

with the decay of the 2.15 MeV state, Sprenkel and Daughtry found

this component of the branching ratio to be 3.4:1 so changes of

about a factor of three would have to be made before one could flVoidl

concluding that the 2.86 MeV state exists. Sprenkel and Daughtry

state that the standard deviations for the 2.15, 1.43 and 1.02^" MeV

peak intensities in their experiments were 5.1%, 3.5$ and 2.5^
(56)

respectively " ; so it seen© unlikely that the conclusion that a

2.86 MeV state exists can be avoided.

^ The 1,02 MeV V-ray's intensity is the same as that of the 0,41

MeV t-ray in Sprenkel and Daughtry's experiment.


